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MULTI-OUTPUT PACKET SERVER WITH
INDEPENDENT STREAMS
CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional
Application No. 60/274,445, filed Mar. 9, 2001, and entitled
“MULTI-OUTPUT PACKETSERVER WITH INDEPEN

DENT STREAMS", which is herein incorporated by refer
ence in its entirety for all purposes.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention generally relates to commu
nications Systems. In particular, the present invention relates
to methods and apparatus for delivering content in commu
nications Systems to multiple locations.

0007. The most widely used Internet content delivery
protocol today is TCP/IP, TCP/IP is a protocol that provides
the Services for reliability and flow/congestion control. A
TCP sender partitions content to be delivered into input
symbols that can fit into the payload of a TCP/IP packet, and
each input symbol is included in a TCP/IP packet that
additionally includes an indication of which input Symbol

the packet contains (e.g., a sequence number). The packets
are then routed to their destination. Upon receipt of each
Such packet, a TCP receiver Sends an acknowledgment back
to the TCP sender indicating which input symbols the TCP
receiver has fully received. Based on this feedback, the TCP
Sender can determine if the TCP receiver is missing any
input symbols that have been sent. Over time, when there are
no missing input Symbols, the TCP Sender continually
increases the rate at which it sends packets. When Sent

packet(s) are not acknowledged by the TCP receiver, the

TCP Sender Slows down the Sending rate of packets signifi

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

cantly and also resends the packet(s) containing the missing

0.003 Digital content transmission between a server and
multiple receivers over a communications channel has been
the Subject of much literature. In general, a design goal of a
content delivery System is to allow each recipient to receive
an exact copy of content transmitted over a channel by a
Server with Some level of certainty. Hereafter, content may

input Symbols. Thus, the acknowledgments Sent from the
TCP receiver to the TCP sender are used both to adjust the

be a file, a stream of data or Some other form of data. A

content delivery System may have to Serve as many different
contents as there are active receivers, as each receiver may
demand a different content. In addition, where different

receivers request the same content at different points in time,
a concern is how to efficiently serve the content to each
receiver. Potentially each client may require an independent
Stream of the content it requested, where a stream is the flow
of data from the server required by that client in order to
download the content.

0004. In this context, a content delivery protocol is
defined to be an end-to-end protocol that is enacted between
a Sender and a receiver that is used to deliver contents to the

receiver from the Sender. An example of Such a protocol is

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).

There are two fundamental Services that any content deliv
ery protocol should provide: reliability and flow/congestion
control. For download applications, reliability comprises
making Sure that each receiving client eventually receives a
bit-by-bit precise copy of the content. Flow/congestion
control for time insensitive download applications com
prises making Sure that the rate at which data is sent to a
receiver is as fast as possible but not at Such a fast rate that

the intermediate routers and buffers (including the receiving
buffer of the client machine) are overwhelmed with too
much data too fast and overflow.

0005 For streaming applications, reliability comprises
making Sure that each receiving client can play out as high
of quality rendition of the original Stream of data or file as
possible. Flow/congestion control for Streaming should try
to ensure that the reception rate of a receiving client is fast
enough to allow the client to play out the Stream at high
quality with minimal or no interruptions.
0006 Flow/congestion control must also take into
account that the intervening network between the Sender and
the receivers is a shared network, and thus the flow/conges
tion control must react dynamically to changing conditions
in the network due to other flows.

Sending rate of packets (flow/congestion control) and to

decide which inputSymbols to resend because they were not

yet received (reliability).
0008 Furthermore, TCP/IP performs the functions of
making a connection, maintaining the connection, and ter
minating the connection between a TCP sender and TCP

receiver.

0009 Traditional web servers and some traditional
Streaming servers are based on the standardized TCP/IP
protocol. FIG. 1 illustrates a traditional TCP/IP-based server
100. The server 100 includes a disk 120 that Stores content

to be delivered and a plurality of TCP senders 110, each
coupled to a network 130. Each TCP sender 110 is associ

ated with a connected client (not shown), and each TCP

sender 110 sends packets via the network 130 to a TCP
receiver on the corresponding client machine. Additionally,
each TCP sender 110 must keep track of and maintain a
fairly large amount of TCP state information. The TCP
Senders 110 each Send their corresponding client a poten
tially different Set of inputSymbols at the same point in time
even if all clients are downloading or Streaming the same
content. The constraints on a web or streaming server 100
include the amount of memory used by each TCP sender
110. For example the memory dedicated to each sender 110
could be by default 64KB, but the memory needed for each
Sender 110 can be much larger when the Sending rate is high.
For example, a sender 110 sending packets at 10 Mbps on a
connection that has a 1 second round trip time to the TCP
receiver will need over 1 MB of memory dedicated to the
TCP sender 110 in order to store the required one round trip
time of packets in flight. Another constraint of interest is the
contending disk access for the different TCP senders. For
example, if one hundred clients are downloading or Stream
ing the same large content that is, for example, 1 GB in
length from the server 100, and the clients started the
download or Stream at Staggered times, then the one hundred
TCP senders 110 would need to concurrently read from
different portions of the disk 120. If the number of clients is
instead 1,000 then the disk contention problem is ten times
worse. Furthermore, the CPU resources of the server must

be shared among all TCP senders 110. Thus, all TCP senders
110 on a traditional web or streaming server 100 are all
competing for the same limited Server resources, and thus
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the capacity of a server 100 to serve concurrently connected
clients is linearly related to the amount of resources avail
able on the Server. Furthermore, if any of these resources is
a bottleneck, then this resource will dictate the capacity of
the Server in terms of concurrent client downloads or
StreamS.

0.010 Beyond all the issues listed above that affect both
TCP/IP-based web and streaming servers, traditional TCP/
IP-based Streaming Servers have the additional concern that
each client should be served at a rate that is at least the

playback rate of the Stream in order to avoid unwanted
Stoppages in the playback of the Stream at the client. Thus,
consistent Sending above a minimal rate is a more important
requirement for a streaming Server than it is for a web server
for download applications. Primarily for this scalability
reason, Streaming Servers use User Datagram Protocol

(UDP) whenever possible with either unicast or multicast
connections to the clients.

0.011) Using UDP introduces a number of other concerns,
including that of flow/congestion control and reliability. A
simple use of UDP is to transmit the raw stream in packets
to all clients at a fixed rate. One issue with this approach is
that Such a transmission is not reactive to congestion in the
network, and may cause the intervening networking infra
Structure to overload. Such an overload may cause massive
packet loSS and may negatively impact other connections
Sharing the same network infrastructure. Another concern is
that Such a transmission is not protected against losses, and
thus even when a Substantial fraction of packets do arrive at
clients, the play out quality may be quite poor when there are
packet losses containing important piece of the original
stream. For example, with Moving Picture Experts Group

(MPEG) streams, the loss of packets containing I-frames

may cause many frames of the play out to display incor
rectly.
0012. In several other works, an approach has been
introduced for ensuring reliable content delivery using FEC
codes Such as Reed-Solomon codes or Tornado codes, or

chain reaction codes which are information additive codes.

The basic idea is to Send outputSymbols generated from the
content instead of just the input Symbols that constitute the
content. Erasure correcting codes, Such as Reed-Solomon or
Tornado codes generate a fixed number of output Symbols
for a fixed length content. For example, for KinputSymbols,
N output symbols might be generated. These N output
Symbols may comprise the K original input Symbols and
N-K redundant symbols. If storage permits, then the server
can compute the Set of output Symbols for each content only
once and transmit the output Symbols using a carousel
protocol.
0013 More recently, chain reaction coding systems have
been developed for use in content transmission Systems.
U.S. Pat No.
(U.S. patent application Ser. No.
09/246,015, filed Feb. 5, 1999 and entitled “Information
Additive Code Generator And Decoder For Communication

Systems”), U.S. Pat. No.

(U.S. patent application

Ser. No. 09/399,201, filed Sep. 17, 1999 and entitled “Infor
mation Additive Group Code Generator And Decoder For
Communication Systems”, U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S.
patent application Ser. No. 09/668,452, filed Sep. 22, 2000

and entitled “On Demand Encoding With a Window'), and

U.S. Pat No.

(U.S. patent application Ser. No.

09/691,735, filed Oct. 18, 2000 and entitled “Generating

High Weight Output symbols Using a Basis”) describe

various chain reaction coding Systems in detail. AS described
therein, a chain reaction encoder generates output Symbols
from inputSymbols of the content as needed. The Server can
continuously generate outputSymbols for each content being
Served.

0014 For traditional FEC codes, the number of possible
output Symbols that can be generated is of the same order of
magnitude as the number of input Symbols the content is
partitioned into. Typically, most or all of these output
Symbols are generated in a preprocessing Step before the
Sending Step. These output Symbols have the property that
all the inputSymbols can be regenerated from any Subset of
the output Symbols equal in length to the original content or
Slightly longer in length than the original content. For chain
reaction codes, the pool of possible output Symbols that can
be generated is orders of magnitude larger than the number
of the inputSymbols, and a random outputSymbol from the
pool of possibilities can be generated very quickly. For chain
reaction codes, the output Symbols can be generated on the
fly on an as needed basis concurrent with the Sending Step.
Chain reaction codes have the property that all input Sym
bols of the content can be regenerated from any Subset of a
Set of randomly generated output Symbols Slightly longer in
length than the original content.
0015 Therefore, what is needed is a server that does not
require excessive computing power or memory at a Sender
to implement, and that can be used to efficiently distribute a
plurality of contents that are continuously being encoded.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0016. In one embodiment according to the present inven
tion, a method of Serving content to multiple clients via a
network is provided. The method comprises maintaining
independent Sessions with each of a plurality of clients,
wherein the number of clients in the plurality of clients can
vary over time, and wherein the Start of each Session and the
end of each Session can be independent of the Start and end
of other Sessions. The method also comprises receiving a
Stream of packet payloads, each packet payload of the
Stream of packet payloads including data generated from the
content, wherein each packet payload in at least a Subset of
the Stream of packet payloads includes a different Set of data.
The method additionally comprises transmitting each packet
payload in the Stream of packet payloads to each client of the
plurality of clients in corresponding packets, wherein the
packet payload transmitted to a client at any particular time
is independent of the State of the corresponding Session.
0017. In another embodiment, an apparatus for serving
content to multiple clients via a network is provided. The
apparatus includes a client manager coupled to the network
that maintains independent Sessions with each of a plurality
of clients. The apparatus additionally includes a buffer
coupled to receive a stream of packet payloads, each packet
payload of the Stream of packet payloads including data
generated from the content, wherein each packet payload in
at least a Subset of the Stream of packet payloads includes a
different Set of data. The apparatus also includes a replica
tion engine coupled to the buffer that, for each packet
payload, generates a plurality of packets that include the
packet payload, each packet of the plurality of packets
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corresponding to one of the plurality of clients. The appa
ratus further includes a transmitter coupled to the replication
engine that receives the packets and transmits the packets to
the corresponding clients via the network, wherein the
packet payload transferred to a client at any particular time
is independent of the State of the corresponding Session.
0.018. In yet another embodiment, a method of serving
content to multiple clients via a network, the content rep
resented by a plurality of input Symbols, wherein the net
work includes a multicast network, is provided. The method
comprises generating output Symbols from the input Sym
bols, and assembling output Symbols into a stream of
packets, wherein each packet in the Stream of packets
includes a set of at least one output Symbol, wherein each
packet includes a different set of the output symbols. The
method also comprises transmitting, using multicasting, the
Stream of packets to a plurality of multicast clients via the
multicast network, wherein the number of multicast clients

in the plurality of multicast clients can vary over time, and
wherein a multicast client can regenerate the ordered Set of
input Symbols to a desired accuracy from any N output
Symbols included in a Set of packets received by the mul
ticast client, wherein N is an integer greater than 1 and leSS
than the number of possible output symbols.
0019. In still another embodiment, a server for serving
content to multiple clients via a network including a multi
cast network is provided. The Server includes a Storage
device that Stores the content to be served, the content

including inputSymbols, and an encoding generator coupled
with the storage device that generates output Symbols from
of the input Symbols. The Server also includes a transmitter
coupled with the encoding generator and with the network
that assembles the output Symbols into multicast packets,
wherein each multicast packet includes a different Set of
output Symbols and transmits, using multicast, the multicast
packets to a plurality of multicast clients via the network,
wherein the number of multicast clients in the plurality of
multicast clients can vary over time, and wherein a multicast
client can regenerate the inputSymbols to a desired accuracy
from any N output symbols included in a set of multicast
packets received by the multicast client, wherein N is an
integer greater than 1 and less than the number of possible
output Symbols.
0020. In another embodiment, an apparatus for serving
content to multiple clients via a network, the network
including a multicast network, is provided. The apparatus
comprises a client manager coupled to the network that
maintains independent Sessions with each of a plurality of
unicast clients. The apparatus additionally comprises a Stor
age device that Stores the content to be served, and an
encoding System coupled to the Storage device that generates
a stream of packet payloads, each packet payload of the
Stream of packet payloads including data comprising the
content to be served to the plurality of unicast clients and a
plurality of multicast clients, wherein each packet payload in
at least a Subset of the Stream of packet payloads includes a
different set of data, wherein at least a first Subset of the

packet payloads are included in multicast packets. The
apparatus also comprises a multicast transmitter coupled
with the encoding generator and the network that receives
the multicast packets from the encoding System and trans
mits the multicast packets to a plurality of multicast clients
via the multicast network, and a replication engine coupled
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to the encoding System that receives at least a Second Subset
of the packet payloads in the Stream of packet payloads, and
that, for each received packet payload, generates a plurality
of unicast packets that include the received packet payload,
each unicast packet of the plurality of unicast packets
corresponding to one of the plurality of unicast clients. The
apparatus further comprises a unicast transmitter coupled to
the replicator engine that receives the unicast packets and
transmits the packets to the corresponding clients via the
network, wherein the packet payload transferred to a unicast
client at any particular time is independent of the State of the
corresponding Session.
0021. In yet another embodiment, a distributed apparatus
for Serving content to multiple clients via a network is
provided. The distributed apparatus includes a plurality of
replication Systems. Each replication System includes a
respective client manager coupled to the network that main
tains independent Sessions with each of a respective plurality
of clients. Each replication System also includes a respective
buffer coupled to receive a respective Stream of packet
payloads, each packet payload of the respective Stream of
packet payloads including data comprising the content to be
transferred to the respective plurality of clients, wherein
each packet payload in at least a Subset of the respective
Stream of packet payloads includes a different Set of data,
and a respective replication engine coupled to buffer that, for
each packet payload, generates a plurality of packets that
include the packet payload, each packet of the plurality of
packets corresponding to one of the respective plurality of
clients. Each replication System additionally includes a
respective transmitter coupled to the replication engine that
receives the packets and transmits the packets to the corre
sponding clients via the network, wherein the packet pay
load transferred to a client at any particular time is inde
pendent of the State of the corresponding Session.
0022. In still another embodiment, a server system for
Serving content to multiple clients via a network including a
multicast network is provided. The Server System comprises
a plurality of servers. Each of the plurality of servers
includes a respective Storage device that Stores the content to
be served, the content including input Symbols, and a
respective encoding generator coupled with the respective
Storage device that generates output Symbols from the input
Symbols. Each of the plurality of ServerS also includes a
respective transmitter coupled with the respective encoding
generator and with the network that assembles the output
Symbols into multicast packets, wherein each multicast
packet includes a different Set of output Symbols and trans
mits, using multicast, the multicast packets to a respective
plurality of multicast clients via the network, wherein the
number of multicast clients in the respective plurality of
multicast clients can vary over time, and wherein a multicast
client can regenerate the inputSymbols to a desired accuracy
from any N output symbols included in a set of multicast
packets received by the multicast client, wherein N is an
integer greater than 1 and less than the number of possible
output Symbols.
0023. In another aspect according to the invention, a
method at a client of receiving content comprising an
ordered set of input symbols via a network is provided. The
method includes requesting a server via the network to
transmit the content to the client, and receiving a stream of
packets from the Server via the network, wherein packets in
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the Stream of packets comprise output Symbols, the output
Symbols generated from the input Symbols, wherein each
packet in the Stream of packets includes a different Set of the
output Symbols, wherein the number of possible output
symbols is N. The method also includes, after receiving N1
output Symbols in packets received from the Stream of
packets, wherein N1 is a positive integer greater than 1 and
less than N, regenerating the content to a desired accuracy
with the received output symbols.
0024. In another embodiment, a method at a client of
receiving content comprising an ordered set of input Sym
bols via a multicast network is provided. The method
comprises joining a multicast Session, and receiving a
Stream of packets via the multicast network, wherein packets
in the Stream of packets comprise outputSymbols, the output
Symbols generated from the input Symbols, wherein each
packet in the Stream of packets includes a different Set of the
output Symbols, wherein the number of possible output
symbols is N. The method also comprises, after receiving N1
output Symbols in packets received from the Stream of
packets, wherein N1 is a positive integer greater than 1 and
less than N, regenerating the content to a desired accuracy
with the received output symbols.
0.025 In yet another embodiment, a method of receiving
content from a server is provided. The method includes
requesting to join a multicast Session, wherein the multicast
Session includes a stream of multicast packets Served by a
Server, the multicast packets in the Stream of multicast
packets including data comprising the content, and if the
client does not receive multicast packets in the stream of
multicast packets, requesting the Server to Send a stream of
unicast packets, the unicast packets in the Stream of unicast
packets including data comprising the content.
0026. A further understanding of the nature and the
advantages of the inventions disclosed herein may be real
ized by reference to the remaining portions of the Specifi
cation and the attached drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0.027 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of how a conventional
web server or streaming server uses TCP/IP to serve content
to multiple clients,
0028 FIG. 2 is a simplified diagram illustrating one
environment in which embodiments of the present invention
may operate,

0029 FIG.3A is a block diagram of the two fundamental
Systems of a hydra Server according to one embodiment of
the present invention;
0030 FIG. 3B is a block diagram of a stand-alone hydra
Server according to one embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0.031 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a stand-alone hydra
client according to one embodiment of the present invention;
0.032 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a hydra server coupled
with a Source application according to one embodiment of
the present invention;
0.033 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a hydra client coupled
with a recipient application according to one embodiment of
the present invention;

0034 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an encoding system
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
0035 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a simple replication
System according to one embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0036 FIG. 9 is a block diagram for a TCP-like replica
tion system for a TCP-like hydra server according to one
embodiment of the present invention;
0037 FIG. 10A is a block diagram of a possible imple
mentation of a replication System on a Network Interface

Card (NIC) card according to one embodiment of the present
invention;

0038 FIG. 10B is a block diagram for hydra server with
three replication Systems according to one embodiment of
the present invention;
0039 FIG. 11 is a block diagram for a simple distributed
hydra Server System according to one embodiment of the
present invention;
0040 FIG. 12 is a block diagram for a more complex
distributed hydra Server System according to one embodi
ment of the present invention;
0041 FIG. 13 is a flow diagram for a Get Session
Description protocol according to one embodiment of the
present invention;
0042 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram for a Heartbeat protocol
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
0043 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram for a Done protocol
according to one embodiment of the present invention; and
0044 FIG. 16 is a flow diagram for a Connect and Join
protocol according to one embodiment of the present inven
tion.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECIFIC
EMBODIMENTS

004.5 The present disclosure references the following
applications, the entire disclosures of which are herein
incorporated by reference for all purposes:

0046) (1) U.S. Pat. No.

(U.S. patent appli

cation Ser. No. 09/246,015, filed Feb. 5, 1999 and
entitled “Information Additive Code Generator And

Decoder For Communication Systems”) (hereinafter
“Luby I”);
0047 (2) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/399,201, filed Sep. 17, 1999 and
entitled “Information Additive Group Code Genera
tor And Decoder For Communication Systems”

(hereinafter “Luby II”);
0.048 (3) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/587,542 (Atty. Docket No.
019186-001610US), filed Jun. 1, 2000 and entitled
“Dynamic Layer Congestion Control for Multicast
Transport” (hereinafter "Dynamic Layering Appli
cation');
0049 (4) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/668,452 (Atty. Docket No.
019186-002300US), filed Sep. 22, 2000 and entitled
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“On Demand Encoding With a Window” (hereinafter
“Windowing Application”);
0050 (5) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/691,735 (Atty. Docket No.
019186-002100US), filed Oct. 18, 2000 and entitled
“Generating High Weight Output symbols Using a
Basis” (hereinafter “High Weight Application”).
0051) (6) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/792,364 (Atty. Docket No.
019186-002210US), filed Feb. 22, 2001 and entitled
“Scheduling Of Multiple Files For Serving On A
Server” (hereinafter “Multiple Files Application”).
0052 (7) U.S. Pat. No.
(U.S. patent appli
cation Ser. No. 09/768,843 (Atty. Docket No.
019186-002910US), filed Jan. 23, 2001 and entitled
“Methods And Apparatus For Scheduling, Serving,
Receiving Media-On-Demand For Clients, Servers
Arranged According To Constraints On Resources'

(hereinafter “Media On-Demand Application”).
0053. The above-referenced applications provide teach

ings of Systems and methods that may be employed in
certain embodiments according to the present invention. It is
to be understood, however, that these Systems and methods
are not required of the present invention, and many other
variations, modifications, or alternatives may also be used.
0054 General Overview
0.055 The present disclosure introduces a new type of
server for content delivery, which we hereinafter refer to as
a “hydra server”. The underlying design of the hydra server
is quite different than that for a traditional web server or
Streaming Server. The present disclosure also introduces a
corresponding client for a hydra Server, which we hereinaf
ter refer to as a “hydra client”.
0056 FIG. 2 is a simplified diagram illustrating one
environment in which embodiments of the present invention
may operate. This diagram is used herein for illustrative
purposes only and is not intended to limit the Scope of the
invention. The environment includes a network 155 Such as,

for example, an internet, the Internet, an intranet, an extra
net, a local area network, a wide area network, etc. Coupled
with the network 155 are a plurality of hydra clients 160 and
one or more hydra servers 170. AS is described in more detail
below, hydra clients 160 may reliably receive content served
by one or more of the hydra servers 170 via the network 155.
Depending upon the particular embodiment and upon char
acteristics of the network 155, a hydra client 160 may
receive the content via one or more unicast connections, one
or more multicast connections, or a combination of unicast

connection(s) and multicast connection(s). Additionally, in

certain embodiments, a hydra client 160 may receive the
content from one hydra server 170, or more than one of the
hydra servers 170.
0057 Hydra Server Fundamental Systems
0.058 FIG. 3A is a simplified block diagram of a hydra

Server that delivers content in accordance with an embodi

ment of the present invention. This diagram is used herein
for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to limit the
Scope of the invention. In this embodiment, the hydra Server
200 comprises an encoding System 210, a replication System

220, and a disk (or other storage device) 230 that stores the
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content to be delivered. The encoding System 210 generates
output symbols from the content stored on disk 230. The
“Multiple Files Application” describes efficient techniques
for doing So that may be used in certain embodiments of the
present invention. However, it is to be understood that many
other techniques for generating output Symbols from the
content stored on disk 230 may be used as well.
0059. In the presently described embodiment, the repli
cation System 220 handles connection control messages
received from individual requesting hydra clients via a
network 130. Additionally, the replication system 220
receives output Symbols generated by the encoding System
210 and transmits these to hydra clients through the network
130. A feature of this embodiment is that all hydra clients
concurrently receiving the same content from the hydra
server 200 will all receive copies of output symbols selected
from a Same pool of available output Symbols generated by
the encoding system 210. This is true even if hydra clients
have Started their reception of the content at completely
different points in time. Thus, the output symbols that each
hydra client receives are not Specific to that client, but
instead are drawn from the same pool of output Symbols
independent of when that hydra client reception started. This
is unlike a traditional TCP/IP-based web server or streaming
server 100 1, or a UDP-based traditional streaming server.
0060. In the currently described embodiment, reliability
is achieved by Sending output Symbols instead of just the
original input Symbols. Thus, each hydra client should be
equipped with an appropriate decoder for regenerating the
content from the received output Symbols. Additionally, a
hydra client should receive enough distinct output Symbols
So that the decoder may regenerate the content. Thus, if the
pool of output Symbols generated by the encoding System
210 is diverse enough such that it is unlikely that hydra
clients will receive many duplicate outputSymbols, then the
replication System 220 need not keep track of exactly which
output Symbols have been Sent to each individual hydra
client. In certain embodiments, chain reaction codes may be
used by the encoding System 210 to generate output Sym
bols. The description and properties of chain reaction codes
are in “Luby I”, “Luby II”, “Windowing Application” and
“Heavy Weight Application'. When the encoding system
210 uses chain reaction codes for generating the output
Symbols there are very rarely duplicate output Symbols, as
each output Symbol is generated randomly from an enor
mous pool of potential output Symbols.
0061 Thus, one function of the encoding system 210 is
to achieve reliability. The replication system 220 helps in
achieving reliability in that it helps ensure that each hydra
client receives enough packets. But, unlike TCP/IP, the
replication System 220 does not have to ensure that hydra
clients receive a set of packets containing particular data.
When the encoding system 210 does not use chain reaction
codes but instead uses traditional forward error correcting

(FEC) codes, or the like, more care must be taken in the

overall design to ensure that the replication System 220 does
not deliver many duplicate output Symbols to hydra clients
in order to ensure reliability.
0062. In the currently described embodiment, the repli
cation System 220 replicates output Symbols from the avail
able pool and Sends the output Symbols to each connected
hydra client at an appropriate rate. Additionally, the repli
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cation System 220 maintains connections with each of the
connected hydra clients. Connections with the hydra clients
are maintained, and output Symbols are transmitted to the
hydra clients, via the network 130.
0.063. In some embodiments, output symbols may be
generated and Sent to each hydra client at a fixed rate by the
hydra server 200. In this case, the encoding system 210
generates output Symbols at a fixed rate and Sends them to
the replication System 220 via a logical channel, or the like.
The replication system 220 may simply ensures that all
output Symbols that arrive in the logical channel are repli
cated and sent via the network 130 to the appropriate hydra
clients.

0064. In other embodiments, flow/congestion control
may be used to Send output Symbols to each hydra client at
an individual rate that may vary over time due to changing
network conditions between the hydra server 200 and the
hydra client. The replication system 220 may be used in
implementing Such flow/congestion control. For example,
when a connected hydra client experiences packet loSS, it
may be desirable to slow down the transmission rate of
packets to that hydra client, and when a connected hydra
client experiences no packet loSS over time, it may be
desirable to increase the transmission rate of packets to that
hydra client. The replication system 220 might receive
indications from connected hydra clients of whether the rate
should be increased, decreased, or maintained at the same

rate. Several techniques for implementing Such a flow/
congestion control will be Subsequently described.
0065. Also, with embodiments in which multicast con
nected hydra clients are Supported, then these hydra clients
may join and leave multicast groups to adjust their reception
rate, for example, as described in "Dynamic Layering Appli
cation”. In such embodiments, the replication system 220
need not be involved with flow/congestion control with the
multicast connected hydra clients. The encoding System 210
may help achieve flow/congestion control by ensuring that
the pool of available output Symbols for each content being
Served is being generated at a fast enough rate Such that the
replication system 220 can send, via the network 130,
different output symbols from the pool at the rate of the
fastest connected hydra client for that piece of content.
0.066 Similarly, with embodiments in which on-demand
Streaming is to be Supported, the replication System 220 may
be involved. On-demand streaming may be useful when, for
example, a connected hydra client wants to regenerate the
content in Segments from the beginning to the end So that it
can Stream out the content without interruption at the hydra
client. In certain embodiments, hydra clients may occasion
ally indicate to the replication System 220 of which Seg
ments of the content-the hydra client should receive output
Symbols, and Several techniques for implementing this will
be Subsequently described.
0067. If multicast connected hydra clients are also to be
Supported, then, in these embodiments, the multicast con
nected hydra clients may adjust from which Segments they
will receive outputSymbols by joining and leaving multicast
groups as described in the “Media On-Demand Applica
tion'. It is to be understood, however, that techniques other
than those described in the “Media On-Demand Applica
tion” may also be used. The encoding system 210 may help
achieve Streaming by ensuring that the pool of available

output Symbols for each Segment of content being Served is
being generated at a fast enough rate Such that the replication
system 220 can send different output symbols from the pool
at the rate of the fastest connected hydra client for each
segment of the content through a network 130.
0068. In the embodiments described with respect to FIG.
3A, the hydra server 200 cleanly separates the tasks of
preparing which data to Send and when and where to Send it
in a Scalable way. The encoding System 210 generates the
output symbols for content that is to be sent to all hydra
clients concurrently receiving the content. Thus, the
resources the encoding System 210 uses to prepare the
output Symbols is amortized over all hydra clients that are
concurrently receiving the content. Furthermore, the
resource requirements for the encoding System 210 do not
depend on the number of concurrent hydra client receptions
in progreSS for the content. Thus, the encoding System 210
portion of the hydra server 200 is massively scalable to
potentially an unlimited number of hydra clients. The
resources used by the encoding System 210 to generate
output Symbols include disk resources, memory resources,
and CPU resources.

0069 Stand-Alone Hydra Server and Hydra Client
0070 FIG. 3B is a simplified block diagram of another
embodiment of a hydra server, and FIG. 4 is a simplified
block diagram of a hydra client that receives content in
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.
These diagrams are used herein for illustrative purposes only
and are not intended to limit the Scope of the invention. In
these embodiments, the hydra server 200 and the hydra
client 300 are stand-alone applications that interact with
other applications through Standard protocols.
0071. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG.3B, a system
operator may install and configure the hydra server 200 on
their network and registers its IP address with a domain
name service (DNS). As shown in FIG. 3B, the system
operator can setup and control the hydra server 200 through,
for example, a management information base (MIB)
browser 246, a system operator's web browser 248, etc., that
communicates with, for example, a simple network man
agement protocol (SNMP) agent 252, a web server 254, etc.,
coupled with a Server management application 244 on the
hydra server 200. This setup information may be made
available by the Server management application 244 to the
web server 204, the content management module 206, the
server session control module 208, the encoding system 210,
the connection manager 222 and the replication System 220
for their use.

0072. In this embodiment, a content operator can control
and view what content is available on the hydra server 200
via a web browser 202 of the content operator and a web
server 204 on the hydra server. In this embodiment, content
may be moved to the hydra server 200 using a standard FTP
server 234, or the like, onto storage device 230 of the hydra
Server 200, managed by the Source object cache manager
232 which in turn is controlled by the server session control
module 208, which in turn is controlled by the content
management module 206, which is ultimately controlled by
the content operator through the content operators web
browser 202.

0073. In this embodiment, a content operator can setup
the parameters for Serving content through the content
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operator's web browser 202 once the content has been
moved onto storage device 230 on the hydra server 200. The
content management module 206 may make a URL avail
able to the content operator. The content operator may
instruct the hydra server 200 to start serving the content.
This instruction passes through the content management
module 206 through the server session control module 208
to the encoding System 210, which then Starts generating
output Symbols for the content according to the Setup
parameterS.

0.074) Hydra clients that want to join a session to receive
output Symbols for a particular content establish a Session
connection using Session control messages 262.
0075). As shown in FIG. 3B the encoding system 210
generates output Symbols for content that is being Served
and sends these output symbols in UDP multicast packets to
the replication system 220 over the bus 242. The multicast
packets may be sent over the bus 242 directly through the
network 130 without any processing within the replication
system 220. Hydra clients that have a fully enabled multicast
network connection to the hydra server 200 may use stan
dard multicast protocols to join to and receive these multi
cast packets.
0076 Referring now to FIGS. 3B and 4, in some
embodiments, packets may be processed by the replication
system 220 and served to hydra clients via multicast chan
nels as follows. When a hydra client 300 registers interest in
a particular multicast channel by contacting the connection
manager 222 using channel connect messages 264, the
connection manager 222 adds the hydra client to a list that
is maintained for the channel. For a hydra client to remain
as an active client in the channel list, the hydra client Sends
channel join messages 266 to the replication System 220.
Whenever a packet is received from the encoding System
210 over the bus 242 by the replication system 220 for a
particular channel, the replication System 220 makes a copy
of the packet for each active client in the channel list. To do
this, the replication system 220 puts the IP address of the
hydra client machine as the destination address of the copied
packet, puts in the correct port number, changes the check
Sum and potentially Some other portion of the original
packet header, and then copies the payload of the original
packet and Sends the copied packet through the network 130.
0077. In one embodiment, the content operator can
embed the URL made available by the content management
module 206 in a web page to make it available to their
end-users. In this embodiment, the URL may be a download
URL, a streaming URL, etc. When an end-user clicks on this
link in their web-browser, the URL will be fed into the hydra
client 300 through the appropriate application, i.e., either the
download application 334 or the Streaming application 332,
as shown in FIG. 4. The client session control module 310

can initiate a download or Streaming Session by using
information in the URL to establish session control and
obtain additional Session information from the Server Session
control module 208. The client session control module 310

passes Session control information to the decoding System
320 which may establish channel connects and/or channel
joins with the hydra server 200. Particularly, decoding
System 320 may exchange channel connect messages 264
and channel join messages 266 with connection manager

222 and replication System 220, respectively, to commence
receiving packets including output Symbols corresponding
to the desired channels.

0078 If the session is a content download session, the
decoding System 320 may continue to control the incoming
flow of packets until enough output Symbols are received to
reconstruct the content, and the end-user may monitor this
progress through information displayed to the GUI 336.
Once enough outputSymbols have been received the decod
ing System 320 reconstructs the content and Signals the
client session control module 310, which in turn signals the
download application 334 which in turn displays the appro
priate messages in the GUI 336. The end-user may control
what is done with the content, e.g., Save or open, or Save and
open, through the GUI 336. The end-user may also control
pausing and resuming the reception of packets through the
GUI 336. In one embodiment, output symbols for content
are Sent to one or more channels, and the decoding System
320 may control to which channels are joined at each point
in time to control the reception rate of the content, for
example as described in "Dynamic Layering Application'.
0079 If the session is a content streaming session, the
decoding System 320 may continue to control the incoming
flow of packets. If the content is partitioned into Sections, as
for example described in the “Media On Demand Applica
tion', the decoding System 320 may reconstruct each Section
of the content as enough output Symbols are received for the
Section. In this embodiment, outputSymbols for each Section
are Sent to a separate channel, and the decoding System 320
may control to which channels are joined at each point in
time to control the timing of Section reconstruction. AS a
Section is reconstructed, the decoding System 320 may
Signal the client Session control module 310, which may, in
turn, Signal the Streaming application 332 that the Section is
reconstructed. The Streaming application 332 may control
Sending the reconstructed Sections to the player 338.
0080 Hydra Server and Hydra Client Coupled with Other
Applications
0081 FIGS. 5 and 6 are simplified block diagrams of yet
another embodiment of a hydra Server, and another embodi
ment of a hydra client, respectively. These diagrams are used
herein for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. In these embodiments, the
hydra server 2000 is coupled with a source application 2056
and the hydra client 3000 is coupled with a recipient
application 3004.
0082 Referring to FIG. 5, in this embodiment, a system
operator may install and configure the hydra server 2000 on
their network and registers its IP address with DNS. The
system operator may setup and control the hydra server 2000
through a MIB browser 246, a system operator's web
browser 248, etc., that communicates with an SNMP agent
252, a web server 254, etc., coupled to a Server management
application 244 on the hydra server 2000. This setup infor
mation may be made available by the Server management
application 244 to the server session control module 208, the
encoding System 210, the connection manager 222 and the
replication system 220 for their use.
0083. In this embodiment, a source application 2056 may
control the content that the hydra server 2000 serves through
the local hydra Server application programming interface
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(API) 2054 that typically (but not necessarily) resides on the

Same machine that the Source application is running on. The
local hydra server API 2054 connects with the remote hydra
server API 2052. In this embodiment, content may be moved
to the hydra server 2000 using a standard file server 2034,
or the like, onto storage device 230 on the hydra server 2000,
managed by the Source object cache manager 232 which in
turn in controlled by the server session control module 208,
which in turn is controlled by the source application 2056
through the local hydra server API 2054 and the remote
hydra server API 2052.
0084. In this embodiment, a source application 2056 may
Setup the parameters for Serving content by Sending com
mands through the APIs to the server session control module
208. The server session control module 208 may return
information about the session to the source application 2056
through the APIs. The source application 2056 may instruct
the hydra server 2000 to start generating and sending output
Symbols for the content. This instruction may pass through
the server session control module 208 to the encoding
System 210, which then Starts generating output Symbols for
the content according to the Setup parameters.
0085) Hydra clients that want to join a session to receive
output Symbols for a particular content establish a Session
connection using Session control messages 262.
0.086. In this embodiment, the encoding system 210 gen
erates output Symbols for content that is being Served and
sends these output symbols in UDP multicast packets via the
bus 242 to the replication System. The packets may be sent
directly through the replication system 220 and through the
network 130 without any processing within the replication
system 220. Hydra clients that have a fully enabled multicast
network connection to the hydra server 2000 may use
Standard multicast protocols to join to and receive these
multicast packets.
0087. Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, the packets may
also processed by the replication System 220 as follows.
When a hydra client 3000 registers interest in a particular
multicast channel by contacting the connection manager 222
using channel connect messages 264, the connection man
ager 222 adds the hydra client to a list that is maintained for
the channel. For a hydra client 3000 to remain as an active
client in the channel list, the hydra client 3000 sends channel
join messages 266 to the replication system 220. Whenever
a packet is received from the encoding System 210 over the
bus 242 by the replication system 220 for a particular
channel, the replication System 220 makes a copy of the
packet for each active client in the channel list. To do this,
the replication system 220 puts the IP address of the hydra
client machine as the destination address of the copied
packet, puts in the correct port number, changes the check
Sum and potentially Some other portion of the original
packet header, and then copies the payload of the original
packet and Sends the copied packet through the network 130.
0088. The relevant session information is passed out of
band from the source application 2056 to a recipient appli
cation 3004. As shown in FIG. 6 this information is passed
into the hydra client 3000 to the client session control
module 310 through the hydra client API 3002. The client
session control module 310 uses this information to establish
Session control and obtain additional Session information

from the server session control module 208 within the hydra

server 2000 using session control messages 262 to com
mence the Session to receive packets containing output
symbols for the content. The client session control module
310 passes Session control information to the decoding
system 320 and the decoding system 320 establishes channel
connect using the channel connect messages 264 and chan
nel join using the channel join messages 266 for the appro
priate channels with the connection manager 222 and rep
lication system 220 within the hydra server 2000,
respectively, to commence receiving packets containing
output Symbols generated from the content in the channels
Specified in the channel connects and channel joins.
0089. If the session is a content download session, the
decoding System 320 continues to control the incoming flow
of packets until enough output Symbols are received to
reconstruct the content, and the recipient application 3004
monitors this progreSS through information passed up
through the hydra client API 3002. Once enough output
symbols have been received the decoding system 320 recon
Structs the content and Signals the client Session control
module 310, which in turn signals the recipient application
3004 through the hydra client API 3002. The recipient
application 3004 controls what is done with the content once
it has been passed off.
0090. If the session is a content streaming session, the
decoding System 310 may continue to control the incoming
flow of packets. AS enough output Symbols are received for
each Section of the content, the Section is reconstructed by
the decoding System 310. Additionally, the decoding System
310 may signal the client session control module 310 that a
section has been decoded, and the control module 310 may
in turn signal the recipient application 3004 through the
hydra client API 3002. The recipient application 3004 may
control what is done with reconstructed Sections.

0091 Requesting Hydra Clients
0092. A hydra client requesting content from the hydra
Server is any machine or process that is not part of the hydra
Server and that is authorized to request outputSymbols from
a particular logical channel or Set of logical channels. For
example, a requesting hydra client may be a machine that
requests outputSymbols from a logical channel that are to be
sent to the IP address of the machine and where UDP packets
are used to carry output Symbols to the hydra client. AS
another example, a hydra client may be a machine where the
hydra client requests output Symbols from a logical channel
to be sent to the IP address of the machine and where TCP

packets are used to carry output Symbols to the hydra client.
AS yet another example, a hydra client may be a machine
that requests output Symbols from a logical channel by
Subscribing to an IP multicast group address that corre
sponds to the channel. In this example, output Symbols may
be included in UDP multicast packets sent to the multicast
grOup.

0093 Placing Output Symbols into Packets
0094. In some embodiments, the encoding system
assembles output Symbols into packets before placing them
into the pool and making them available to the replication
System. The reason for doing this is to do as much work as
possible that is common to all hydra clients in the encoding
System, and to perform only the minimal individualization
of packets necessary within the replication System for each
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connected hydra client. Thus, the packet format that the
encoding System places the outputSymbols into is as Similar
as possible to the final format of the packets that are to be
Sent to each individual connected hydra client. The replica
tion System basically Sends the same packet as received from
the encoding System to all connected hydra clients, and only
Small portions of the packet need to be changed when it is
replicated and Sent to a connected hydra client, e.g., the
destination address of the hydra client, the port number, the
checksum, etc. Thus, the computational resources needed
for replicating a packet that is being Sent to a connected
hydra client is minimal, and much of the copying can be
done in hardware and/or by micro-engines with limited
functionality that can work at tremendous speeds. This
allows the replication System to Support orders of magnitude
more connected hydra clients than a traditional web or
Streaming Server can Support using TCP Senders.
0.095. It is to be understood that the assembly of output
Symbols into packets need not be performed in the encoding
System. For example, Such assembly could be performed in
a packet assembly System Separate from the encoder. Addi
tionally, in embodiments including a multicast packet path
and a replication System, packet assembly for multicast
packets could be performed by a multicast packet assembly
System, and packet assembly for non-multicast packets in a
non-multicast packet assembly System. One skilled in the art
will recognize many other equivalents, variations, and alter
natives.

0096] A replication system may also be used without an

encoding System that generates packet payload. For
example, instead of using an encoding System, the original
content may be Streamed to the replication System, and then
the replication System copies and Sends all data to all
connected hydra clients, e.g., using UDP unicast packets.
However, such a server would not be able to support
downloads or on-demand Streaming effectively, and for live
Streaming any packet loSS would lead to unpredictable
degradation of play out quality by hydra clients.
0097. Using Multiple Channels per Content
0.098 As described in “Dynamic Layering Application”
and “Media On-Demand Application', Sending packets to
multiple logical channels for each content being Served can
be beneficial for allowing hydra clients to attach to different
Subsets of the channels to control the rate at which packets
are received for flow/congestion control and to control
which portions of the content the received packets contain
information about for Streaming applications. Using mul
tiple logical channels per content can be useful for many
other reasons as well, including applications where different
blocks of a live Stream are Sent to different logical channels.
0099. In a hydra server, the task of placing packets into
different logical channels is the role of the encoding System,
Since this is a task that is not particular to each connected
hydra client. In this case, as shown in FIG. 7 and as
described in more detail in “Multiple Files Application', the
encoding system 210 can be further partitioned into two
parts: the encoding generator 710 that generates all of the
output Symbols and Stores them in a pool of output Symbols
720 for all the content being served either stored on disk 230
or other storage, and the transmitter 730 which takes output
symbols from the pool of output symbols 720 and places

them into packets with the appropriate logical channel label
and makes the packets available at the proper rate for the
replication System.
0100 Bypassing the Replication System
0101. It is possible that the packets generated by the
encoding System, in addition to being Sent to the replication
System, are also sent directly out onto the network without
modification, thereby effectively bypassing the replication
System. This is useful when there are hydra clients that can
receive the packets without having to request the content
directly from the replication System. One possible packet
format that the encoding System can use for this is a
multicast packet format. In this case multicast connected
hydra clients can join the appropriate multicast group or

channel using Internet Gateway Message Protocol (IGMP)

control messages and receive these packets directly, thereby
bypassing the logic of the replication System. Other possible
packet formats may also be used, for example MPEG-2, and
it is also possible that hydra clients may be configured to
receive Such packets over the network without having to
request the packets directly from the replication System, e.g.,
if the packets are Sent over a broadcast network Such as Some
Satellite transmission networkS.

0102) In embodiments in which the encoding system uses
the multicast packet format, possible ways of labeling pack
ets for a particular logical channel include using the multi
cast group address, or the channel pair of the multicast
Source address and the multicast group address. By So
labeling the packets, multicast connected hydra clients can
directly start and Stop receiving packets from different
logical channels by sending IGMP join and leave control
messages into the network, and the multicast network may
ensure that these packets are delivered to the hydra clients
that are joined and that delivery Stops to the hydra clients
that have left. In this embodiment, the hydra server need not
handle Such join and leave messages from the multicast
hydra clients.
0103). It is possible that some hydra clients may be able
to receive packets that are Sent directly to the network from
the encoding System while other hydra clients may only be
able to receive packets from the replication System upon
requests. Since each requesting hydra client receives copies
of packets that are Sent to that individual hydra client, there
may be Substantial bandwidth Savings out of a hydra Server
to have as many hydra clients as possible receive packets
that are Sent directly to the network from the encoding
System. An example of Such a situation is when the encoding
System generates and Sends multicast packets. In this case,
all hydra clients can be configured to first try receiving
packets via UDP multicast and if this fails then try UDP
unicast. Thus, Such a hydra client may know through Some
other means whether or not it can receive multicast packets
from the hydra server. If the hydra client can, then it joins
and leaves multicast channels to receive content from the

Server. If the hydra client cannot, then it requests the content
directly from the connection manager within the replication
system of the hydra server and receives UDP packets sent
individually to that hydra client. Alternatively, the hydra
client may not know through other means whether or not it
can receive multicast packets from the hydra Server. In this
case, the hydra client may be automatically configured to
first try joining and receiving multicast packets. If the hydra
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client fails to receive multicast packets after a short amount
of time then it automatically makes requests to the connec
tion manager in the replication System to receive UDP
packets Sent directly to that hydra client.
0104. In some implementations, it is more efficient for the
encoding System to Send two copies of each packet, one to
the replication System that will be replicated to requesting
hydra clients, and the other directly to the network for hydra
clients that can receive packets directly from the network
without going through the replication System. In these
implementations the format of the two copies of the packet
can be different. One possible advantage of this is that the
packet format for the packet Sent to the replication System
may be optimized So as to minimize the amount of proceSS
ing the replication engine does for each packet replicated to
a requesting hydra client, and this packet format may be
different than the packet format that can be received by a
hydra client directly from the network. For example, one
copy of the packet may be sent to the replication System in
a TCP format, while the other copy may be sent to the
network in a UDP multicast format. In these implementa
tions the channel to which the two copies are Sent can be
different. One possible advantage of this is that a requesting
hydra client using the replication System may be using a
different flow/congestion control protocol than a hydra client
that can receive packets directly from the network. For
example, requesting hydra clients may be using “static
layering” whereas hydra clients receiving packets directly

from the network may be using “dynamic layering” (static
layering and dynamic layering are described in detail in
“Dynamic Layering Application”). AS another example,

requesting hydra clients may be using TCP flow/congestion
control whereas hydra clients receiving packets directly
from the network may be using dynamic layering.
0105. A Simple Replication System
0106 FIG. 8 is a simplified block diagram of an embodi
ment of a replication System. This diagram is used herein for
illustrative purposes only and is not intended to limit the
Scope of the invention. A connection manager 222 handles
channel connect messages 264 from hydra client. Hydra
clients may use channel connect messages to connect and
disconnect from channels. The connection manager 222,
which is not part of the replication system 800 in this
embodiment, is responsible for managing and maintaining
channel active client lists 810. In this embodiment, the

connection manager 222 maintains a channel active client
list for each channel. An active client manager 840 within
the replication system 800 is responsible for accepting and
processing channel join messages 266 received from the
hydra clients. In this embodiment, repeated channel join
messages from a hydra client maintains the hydra client as
active for the one or more channels. Particularly, the hydra
client repeatedly sends a channel join message to remain on
a channel active client list 810. Details of one particular
method for implementing this are described later.
0107. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 8, the connec
tion manager 222 maintains a channel active client list for
each logical channel. The channel active client list for a
particular channel is a list of all the requesting hydra clients
that will be sent a copy of each packet received in that
logical channel from the encoding System. The active client
manager 840 updates each list repeatedly based on channel
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joins received from the individual requesting hydra clients.
For each hydra client in each list, the active client manager
840 maintains whatever information is particular to that
hydra client and that needs to be changed in a replicated
packet before it can be sent to the hydra client, e.g., the
destination IP address of the hydra client, the destination
port address, etc.
0.108 Each packet that arrives to the replication system
800 from the encoding system may be stored in a buffer of
received packets 820. A replication engine 830 processes
each packet in the buffer 820. For each packet in the buffer
820, the replication engine 830 determines the logical chan
nel of the packet, accesses the corresponding channel active
client list 810, and then for each hydra client in the list
makes a copy of the packet. Additionally, the replication
engine 830 changes and/or adds portions of the packet that
are particular to the hydra client, e.g., the destination address
of the hydra client, the destination port address, the check
Sum, etc. Then, the replicated packet is transmitted by a
transmitter 835 to the hydra client via the network.
0109 When hydra clients are able to receive packets
from logical channels that are Sent directly to the network
from the encoding System, Similar logic for joining and
leaving logical channels may be used for a hydra client
receiving the packets directly from the encoding System as
is used by a requesting hydra client receiving packets from
the replication system. With the replication system 800, this
is possible when, for example, the encoding System gener
ates multicast packets. In this specific embodiment, the
reception behavior and experience of hydra clients can be
made to be similar independent of whether they are receiv
ing multicast packets Sent directly from the encoding System
or whether they are receiving unicast packets requested from
and replicated by the replication System. Thus, the hydra
client experience may appear Similar independent of
whether the network that connects them to the hydra server
is fully multicast enabled.
0110 FIG. 8 depicts some multicast packets being
diverted around the replication system 800, and the above
description refers to Such packets as being Sent directly to
the network from the encoding system. However, it is to be
understood that in other embodiments, Such packets may
also be sent through the replication system 800. For
example, the replication system 800 could receive such
packets and forward them to the network unchanged.
0111) Multiple Channel Hydra Server
0112 The Strategy of using multiple channels per content
combined with a simple replication System can be used for
a variety of applications.
0113 For example, for a download application, output
Symbols for content may be generated and Sent to the Simple
replication system 800 in packets and in multiple channels.
Additionally, the rate of each channel may be different.
Then, hydra clients can join and leave channels to perform
flow/congestion control, for example using the methods
described in "Dynamic Layering Application'. In this
example, the simple replication System 800 may keep track
of which channels each hydra client is interested in receiving
at particular periods of time. Further, the replication System
800 replicates the packets it receives from the encoding
System and that correspond to those channels and sends
them to the hydra client.
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0114. The simple replication system 800 may also be
used in on-demand Streaming applications. In Some embodi
ments, content to be streamed is partitioned into Segments.
In these embodiments, the encoding System may, for
example, Send packets of output Symbols corresponding to
a Segment in a Same channel. Additionally, each Segment
may correspond to a different channel. Then, hydra clients
can join and leave channels to receive packets corresponding
to the different Segments. For example, hydra clients may
Start with the first Segments and progreSS through the Seg
ments in order. The “Media On-Demand Application”
explains this technique and other Similar techniques in
detail. In this example, the simple replication system 800
may keep track of which channels each hydra client is
interested in receiving at particular periods of time. Further,
the replication system 800 replicates the packets it receives
from the encoding System and that correspond to those
channels and Sends them to the hydra client.
0115 The simple replication system 800 may further be
used in live Streaming applications. In Some embodiments,
the content to be live-streamed is partitioned into blocks and
the output symbols for the different blocks may be generated
and Sent to the Simple replication System in packets. For
example, output Symbols corresponding to a block may be
Sent in packets to the Simple replication System in a same
channel. In a specific embodiment, each block may use a
channel that is chosen from a Small set of channels, and

where channels are chosen in a rotating manner by the
blocks. Then, for example, the hydra clients can join all of
the Small set of channels and receive all the output Symbols
for all the blocks. In another embodiment, the hydra clients
can join and leave channels, for example, when they expe
rience loSS in order to optimize reception of enough output
Symbols to recover at least Some blocks while potentially
Sacrificing partial or full recovery of other blocks. In this
example, the Simple replication System 800 may keep track
of which channels each hydra client is interested in receiving
at particular periods of time. Further, the replication System
800 replicates the packets it receives from the encoding
System and that correspond to those channels and sends
them to the hydra client.
0116. It is to be understood that the above-described
applications are merely examples of the many applications
in which embodiments of the present invention may be used.
One skilled in the art will recognize many other equivalents,
variations, or alternatives.

0117 Timed Joins
0118. In some embodiments, a requesting hydra client
may send channel join messages occasionally to the repli
cation System to inform the replication System from which
channels the requesting hydra client wants to be sent pack
ets. In one specific embodiment, the requesting hydra client
Sends timed channel join messages to the replication System.
A timed channel join message includes the channels from
which the requesting hydra client wants to receive packets,
together with a time value for each channel that indicates for
what period of time the hydra client would like to receive
packets from the channel. For each channel requested by the
hydra client, the replication System keeps track of this time
value, and when this amount of time has passed, the repli
cation System automatically stops Sending packets to the
requesting hydra client. For example, if the requesting hydra

client Sends a join message for logical channel A with a
time-out value of 5 Seconds, then the replication System will
Send all packets received from the encoding System for
channel A to the requesting hydra client for a period of 5
Seconds after the replication System receives the join mes
Sage.

0119. One advantage of using timed joins is that if the
requesting hydra client is for Some reason disconnected from
the replication System, either temporarily, for example, due
to a flood of packets through the intervening network
infrastructure, or on a longer term, for example, due to a
malfunctioning intervening router, then the hydra Server will
automatically Stop Sending packets to the requesting hydra
client once the time-out values have expired. Thus, it is not
required that the requesting hydra client be able to Send
messages to the replication System reliably to Stop the
reception of packets.
0120 In Some embodiments, join messages for a particu
lar channel may be sent repeatedly at a fast enough rate So
that the hydra client continually receives packets from that
channel for as long as desired. For example, the requesting
hydra client may send a join message for channel A with a
time-out value of 5 Seconds each 4 Seconds. In this example,
as long as these join messages are received by the replication
System without loSS and with at most a delay of 1 Second
from the time the join is Sent by the requesting hydra client
until the time it is received by the replication system then the
requesting hydra client will continually receive all packets
from channel A. AS another example, the requesting hydra
client Sends a join message for channel A with a time-out
value of 5 Seconds each 2 Seconds. In this example, if at least
one of each two consecutive join messages is received by the
replication System with a delay of at most 1 Second from the
time the join is Sent by the requesting hydra client until the
time it is received by the replication System then the request
ing hydra client will continually receive all packets from
channel A.

0121. In some embodiments, the time-out value for each
channel may be specified and vary in each join message. In
other embodiments, the time-out value for each channel may
be specified once at the beginning of the reception and the
requesting hydra client does not specify the time-out value
in the join message. In Still other embodiments, a default
timeout value may be specified at the beginning of the
reception, and the hydra client may specify a different
time-out value in join messages. If a time-out value is not
Specified in a join message, then the time-out value is the
default value. One skilled in the art will recognize many
other equivalents, modifications, or alternatives.
0122). In Some embodiments, the join message may
include joins for Several channels with different correspond
ing time-out values. For example, channels A, B and C may
be associated with a particular content. Then, the hydra
client may send a join message for channels A, B and C with
time-out values of 5 Seconds, 3 Seconds and 4 Seconds,

respectively. In Some embodiments, the join messages Sent
by the requesting hydra client include the list of all channels
from which the requesting hydra client is interested, at that
point in time, in receiving packets. In Specific embodiments,
upon receipt of a join message from a requesting hydra
client, the replication System StopS Sending packets to the
requesting hydra client from all channels not specified in the
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join message. For example, if the replication System is
currently Sending packets from channel A for 3 more Sec
onds and from channel B for 1 more second when the

replication System receives a join message from the request
ing hydra client that Specifies a join to channel B for 3
Seconds and a join to channel C for 4 Seconds, then the
replication System may stop forwarding to the requesting
hydra client packets from channel A. And, the replication
system will continue to send packets from channel B for 3
Seconds to the requesting hydra client and the replication
System will Start to Send packets from channel C for 4
Seconds to the requesting hydra client. Similarly, these
time-out values may Subsequently be overridden by receipt
of other join messages from the requesting hydra client.
0123. In some embodiments, a requesting hydra client
can Send a channel join message to join any Subset of the
available channels. For example, the requesting hydra client
may send a join message for channels A and C among the
possible channels A, B and C. In other implementations the
channels associated with content are logically ordered, for
example the order is A, B and C, and a requesting hydra
client can only Send join messages to join a prefix of the
channels, in this case a join message with no channels
Specified, a join message to channel A, a join message to
channels A and B, or a join message to all three channels A,
B and C. In this case, the time-out values for the channels

may be specified at the beginning of the reception and they
may be monotonically decreasing through the ordering of
the channels, e.g., 5 Seconds for channel A, 3 Seconds for
channel B and 1 second for channel C. A join message may
only include the top channel of the prefix specified. For
example, if the requesting hydra client wants to Send a join
message for channels A and B, then the message may
include only an indication of channel B, rather than includ
ing an indication of both channel A and channel B. Receipt
of this join message by the replication System automatically
initiates or extends the Sending of all packets from channel
A to the requesting hydra client for the next 5 Seconds and
automatically initiates or extends the Sending of all packets
from channel B to the requesting hydra client for the next 3
Seconds.

0.124 One specific embodiment that may be suitable for
download applications is to use channels that are logically
ordered and requesting hydra clients always receive packets
from a prefix of these channels with respect to the ordering.
One reason for doing this is to allow requesting hydra clients
to enact flow/congestion control protocols by joining and
leaving Subsets of channels. Examples of Such methods are
described in "Dynamic Layering Application'. In these
examples, the channels are logically ordered and a request
ing hydra client may send join messages for a prefix of the
channels with respect to the ordering. It is to be understood,
however, that the techniques described in the Dynamic
Layering Application are merely examples of Specific tech
niques that may be used in various embodiments of the
present invention. One skilled in the art will recognize many
other equivalents, variations, and alternatives to those tech
niques.
0.125. In some embodiments, it is useful to set the time
out values So that they are monotonically decreasing with
respect to the ordering of the channels. For example, when
Static layering congestion control as described in "Dynamic
Layering Application' is used for a download application,

packets are Sent to each channel at a fixed rate with the
property that the aggregate rate of all packets Sent to a given
prefix of the channels grows by a fixed factor as each
channel is added to the prefix. For example, channel A may
be carrying packets at 100 Kbps, channel B at 30 Kbps,
channel C at 39 Kbps, channel D at 51 Kbps, etc. In this
example, the aggregate rate of packets Sent to each prefix is
1.3 times the rate of the previous prefix, e.g., the aggregate
rate of prefix A, B, C, D is 220 Kbps, which is 1.3 times the
aggregate rate of prefix A, B, C of 169 Kbps, which is 1.3
times the aggregate rate of prefix A, B of 130 Kbps, which
is 1.3 times the aggregate rate of prefix A of 100 Kbps. The
value of the time-out value for each channel partially
determines how often a requesting hydra client needs to Send
join messages to the replication System to continue receiving
packets from that channel. In the example, the requesting
hydra client may send join messages to a given prefix of the
channels at 2.5 times the frequency of the time-out value for
the highest channel in the prefix. Thus, if the time-out value
for channel A is 7.5 seconds, the time-out value for channel
B is 6.25 seconds, the time-out value for channel C is 5
Seconds, and the time-out value for channel D is 3.75

Seconds, then the requesting hydra client would Send join
messages for prefix A each 3 Seconds, for prefix A, B each
2.5 Seconds, for prefix A, B, C each 2 Seconds, and for prefix
A, B, C, D each 1.5 Seconds. Thus, the higher the reception
rate of the requesting hydra client the more often join
messages would be sent to the replication System to maintain
that rate.

0.126 One reason for setting the time-out values to be
monotonically decreasing is So that the aggregate rate of
channel join messages Sent from all requesting hydra clients
to the replication System does not vary dramatically depend
ing on the mix of reception rates of the requesting hydra
clients. For example, Suppose the replication System has
capacity to Send 2 Gbps of packets to all channels and the
channels and their time-out values are as described in the

previous paragraph. Then, if 9,090 requesting hydra clients
are joined to prefix A, B, C, D then their aggregate reception
rate is 2 Gbps and the rate of join messages to the replication
system is 9,090/1.5 sec.=6,060 per second. If 11,834
requesting hydra clients are joined to prefix A, B, C then
their aggregate reception rate is 2 Gbps and the rate of
channel join messages to the replication System is 11,834/2
Sec. =5,917 per second. If 15,384 requesting hydra clients are
joined to prefix A, B then their aggregate reception rate is 2
Gbps and the rate of channel join messages to the replication
system is 15,384/2.5 sec. =6,153 per second. If 20,000
requesting hydra clients are joined to prefix A then their
aggregate reception rate is 2 Gbps and the rate of channel
join messages to the replication System is 20,000/3 Sec. =6,
666 per second. Any mix of different reception rates for the
requesting hydra clients will result in a channel join message
rate to the replication System Somewhere between the mini
mum and maximum of these different channel join message
rates, i.e., somewhere between 5,917 and 6,666 join mes
Sages per Second. Thus, the rate of channel join messages to
the replication System in this example is roughly the same
independent of the mix of reception rates of the requesting
hydra clients.
0127 AS another example, in an on-demand streaming
application as described in “Media On-Demand Applica
tion', channels may be logically ordered and the hydra client
may send channel join messages to request packets from a
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consecutive set of channels with respect to the ordering (not
necessarily a prefix). In this example, each channel may
correspond to a Segment of the content to be streamed, and
the time-out value may be proportional to the length of the
segment. For example, a 10 minute MPEG-2 encoded video
that is 320 MB in length may be partitioned into segments
of length 10 MB, 20 MB, 30 MB,
0128 50 MB, 80 MB and 130 MB. In a specific embodi
ment, a simple Scheduling Scheme may be employed where
the requesting hydra client joins the first two channels,
receives enough packets to recover the first Segment, then
leaves the first channel and joins the third channel until the
requesting hydra client has received enough packets to
recover the Second Segment, then leaves the Second channel
and joins the fourth channel until the requesting hydra client
has received enough packets to recover the third Segment,
and So on. Then, the respective time-out values for the
channels corresponding to the different Sections may be, for
example, 10 Seconds, 20 Seconds, 30 Seconds, 50 Seconds,
80 Seconds and 130 Seconds, respectively. In this example,
the hydra client could specify in each channel join message
the range of channels from which it is interested in receiving
packets, and the replication System could stop Sending
packets from any channel not Specified in the channel join
message upon receipt of the message.
0129. As yet another example, a live Streaming applica
tion may use a fixed number of channels that are used
cyclically for consecutive blocks of the live Stream as
described previously. In this example, the time-out value for
all channels may be the same. For example, the time-out
value may be set to the approximate amount of time it takes
for the hydra client to receive enough output Symbols to
regenerate a block of the live Stream. Then, when the hydra
client is not experiencing any loSS of Sent packets, the
requesting hydra client may send channel join messages at
a high enough rate to ensure that all channels are being
received at each point in time. And, when packet loSS is
measured at the hydra client, the hydra client may decide to
not receive packets from Some channels for a period of time.
The hydra client may stop receiving packets from Some
channels by, for example, not sending a join message that
would informs the replication System of its continued inter
est in receiving packets from the channel. Similarly, the
hydra client may stop receiving packets from Some channels
by, for example, Sending a channel join message to the
replication System that does not explicitly list Some chan
nels, and where the replication System is configured to
automatically Stop Sending packets from channels not
explicitly listed in a channel join message.
0130 Time-out values may also be based on an absolute
time, measured, for example, by a network clock, a channel
clock, etc. This can be achieved, for example, by having a
hydra Server place a time Stamp in Some or all outgoing
packets. Then, each hydra client may send a channel join
message with a time-out value that is an absolute time. For
example, Suppose the hydra Server Starts a timer at Zero
when it first starts generating outputSymbols for a particular
logical channel. If the current value of the timer is 10,000 in
units of Seconds then a channel join message received from
a hydra client with a time-out value of 10,007 for that
channel would indicate to the hydra Server that all packets
for the logical channel should be sent to the hydra client for
another 7 Seconds. One advantage of this timeout Scheme is

that if any join messages are accidentally or purposefully
Sent to the hydra Server more than once, then join messages
received by the Server after the first Such join message will
not impact on the Server. One disadvantage of this time-out
Scheme is that the hydra clients and the Server must be
Synchronized at least loosely, e.g., by Sending the Server
timer value in Some or all data packets.
0131) Any logically consistent set of properties may be
combined with any other Set of properties. For example, the
channels may be logically ordered and a channel join
message Sent by a requesting hydra client may contain the
explicit prefix of channels with the explicit list of time-out
values. These time-out values may vary from one join
message to another, but, within a particular channel join
message, the time-out values may be monotonically decreas
ing for the different channels Specified in the prefix. One
skilled in the art will recognize many other equivalents,
variations, and alternatives.

0132) A TCP-Like Hydra Server
0133) One disadvantage of the multiple channel hydra
Server is that it sends packets to individual hydra clients that
may have trouble penetrating firewalls, e.g., UDP unicast
packets. A Second disadvantage is that although there are
flow/congestion control protocols designed for the multiple
channel hydra Server, none of these protocols are currently
standardized. ATCP-like hydra server is now described that
uses TCP packets and the standardized TCP flow/congestion
control. The TCP-like hydra server thus overcomes the two
disadvantages mentioned above, while maintaining the high
scalability of the hydra server.
0134) For the TCP-like hydra server, the encoding system
may use multiple channels per content or a single channel
per content, depending on the application and implementa
tion. In either case, it is more efficient (but not necessary) for
the encoding System to use a TCP packet format for the Sent
packets, in order to minimize the changes to the packets that
the replication System makes to the packets when it repli
cates and Sends the packets to requesting hydra clients.
Alternatively, the encoding System may generate multicast
packets and provide the multicast packets to the replication
System.

0135 FIG. 9 is a simplified block diagram of another
embodiment of a replication System. This diagram is used
herein for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. A replication system 900 of
a TCP-like hydra server differs from that of the embodi
ments described above, including in its interaction with
hydra clients. Each packet that arrives to the TCP-like
replication system 900 from the encoding system is stored in
a buffer of received packets 920 and classified according to
the content from which it was generated. An active client
manager 94.0 keeps track of a minimal set of TCP parameters
for each requesting hydra client in a TCP Session client lists
950. These parameters may include information on a current
TCP window such as a current size of the window, a highest
Sequence number received in a packet Such that all previous
Sequence numbers have also been received, a time-out value
for the connection and an estimated round-trip time to the
hydra client.
0136. Unlike the TCP-like hydra server, a standard TCP
Sender would also have to maintain a copy of all the content
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within the window, which can be tens or hundreds or more

of kilobytes of buffer Space per requesting hydra client. The
reason for this is that a standard TCP sender would have to

retransmit portions of this content if the requesting hydra
client indicates that packets were lost that contained portions
of this content. AS described below, maintaining a copy of
any portion of the original content is avoided by the TCP
like replication system 900, and this is a significant advan
tage of the TCP-like hydra server over a standard web or
streaming server based on TCP.
0137 In this embodiment of a TCP-like hydra server, a
requesting hydra client first establishes a Session connection
with the server, and then as shown in FIG. 9 establishes a

channel connection with the connection manager 970 using
a channel connect message 980. The connection manager
970 initializes the TCP session client lists 950 appropriately
with the initial TCP parameters for the session between the
hydra client and the hydra Server. Then, the requesting hydra
client uses a Standard TCP connection to connect to and

receive output symbols contained in TCP packets from the
replication system 900. TCP control messages 960 are
processed by the active client manager 940, and TCP data
packets containing output Symbols are Sent directly to the
hydra client from the replication system 900. The hydra
client may regenerate the content using a decoder corre
sponding to the encoder used by the encoding generator of
the TCP-like hydra Server, e.g., the encoder/decoder pair
described in “Luby I" and “Luby II" could be used. When a
packet is to be replicated to a particular hydra client, the
replication engine 930 selects a packet in the buffer of
received packets 920 received from the encoding engine for
the content that has not already been transmitted to the hydra
client and transmits that packet. Thus, for example, if the
TCP receiver in the hydra client misses a sent packet, the
replication engine 930 will send an available packet in the
buffer of received packets 920 for the content at that point
in time, which would be a packet containing different output
Symbols than those contained in the missed packet. Thus, the
replication engine 930 uses the same buffer of received
packets 920 as the pool of available packets to send to all
hydra clients currently receiving the same content, indepen
dent of when the hydra clients Started their reception and
independent of the different loss patterns of the different
hydra clients.
0.138. The TCP receiver of a requesting hydra client sends
back to the active client manager 940 standard TCP control
acknowledgment packets 960. The active client manager
940 processes these packets to update the TCP parameters it
maintains for each hydra client for each TCP session in the
TCP session client lists 950. The replication engine 930 uses
these TCP parameters to send TCP packets with the same
TCP packet header and at the same rate at each point in time
as a standard TCP sender would send packets. The replica
tion engine 930 also updates the TCP session client lists 950
appropriately each time it sends a packet to a hydra client.
Thus, the flow/congestion control used for each requesting
hydra client receiving packets from the TCP-like replication
system 900 is the standard TCP protocol, but the content of
the packets is quite different than for a standard TCP
connection, as they contain output Symbols generated from
the original content instead of portions of the original
COntent.

0.139. There are some advantages of the TCP-like hydra
Server over a Standard web or Streaming Server and over a
multiple channel hydra Server. One advantage is that the
TCP-like hydra Server can Support orders of magnitude more
clients than a Standard Web or Streaming Server. Addition
ally, an advantage of a TCP-like hydra server over the
embodiments of multiple channel hydra servers described
above is that it uses a Standardized flow/congestion control
protocol and a packet format that can penetrate firewalls
more easily.
0140. The TCP-like hydra server may be used for a
variety of applications. For example, for a download appli
cation, outputSymbols for content can be generated and Sent
to the TCP-like replication system 900 in TCP packets at a
rate that is at least that of the highest reception rate of any
requesting hydra client currently receiving packets. The
active client manager 94.0 may keep track of the TCP
parameters of each requesting hydra client in the TCP
session client lists 950. The replication engine 93.0 may copy
packets from the buffer of received packets 920 and send the
replicated packets to each requesting hydra client, and may
also appropriately update the TCP session client lists 950.
Each requesting hydra client may use a Standard TCP
receiver to receive the packets. The standard TCP receiver
may then pass the output Symbols included in the received
TCP packets to the decoder, and the decoder may regenerate
the original content from the output Symbols.

0141 AS another example, for an on-demand streaming

application, the outputSymbols for different Segments of the
content may be generated and placed into TCP packets and
sent to the TCP-like replication system 900. In this case,
packets for each Segment are organized into different Seg
ment buffers in the buffer of received packets 920 within the
replication system 900. Output symbols for each segment
should be generated at a high enough rate So that hydra
clients can regenerate the Segments and Send them to the
Streaming application player on the hydra client machine in
a manner So that the content can be played out at the full play
out rate on the hydra client machine from Start to end,
without interruption, and after a short Startup period at the
beginning of the reception. The delivery System may be
designed So that if the packet loSS rate of a requesting hydra
client is on average below a delivery System maximum loSS
rate, then Seamless play out by the hydra client machine will
be achieved. If the packet loSS rate is higher than the
maximum, then the hydra client machine may pause occa
Sionally in the play out. For example, embodiments of Such
a delivery system is described in “Media On-Demand Appli
cation', and these embodiments may be adapted to the
TCP-like hydra server. In these embodiments, requesting
hydra clients may use a standard TCP receiver to receive
packets sent from the replication system 900 and pass the
output symbols contained in the TCP packets to the decoder.
In these embodiments, additional information may be main
tained within the TCP session client lists 950 by the active
client manager 940 and/or the replication engine 930. Addi
tionally, the active client manager 940 and/or the replication
engine 930 may include additional logic to maintain and use
this additional information to determine from which Seg
ment buffer the packet to be sent to the requesting hydra
client should be chosen from within the buffer of received

packets 920.
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0142. As a third example, for a live streaming applica
tion, the output symbols for the different blocks of the
Stream of live content may be generated and Sent to the
TCP-like replication system 900 in TCP packets. In some
embodiments, the buffer of received packets 920 may
include a plurality of block buffers so that packets for each
block may be organized in the blockbuffers. Output symbols
for each block should be generated at a high enough rate So
that hydra clients may regenerate the blocks and Send them
to the Streaming application player on the hydra client
machine in a manner So that the live content can be played
out at the full play out rate from the point that the hydra
client started receiving the live content after a short startup
period. In these embodiments, the delivery System may be
designed So that if the packet loSS rate of a requesting hydra
client is on average below a delivery System maximum loSS
rate, then Seamless play out by the hydra client machine may
be achieved. But, if the packet loSS rate is higher than the
maximum loSS rate, then the hydra client machine may skip
portions of the play out, or may play out portions at lower
quality. Requesting hydra clients may use a Standard TCP
receiver to receive packets Sent from the replication System
900, which may pass output symbols included in the TCP
packets to a decoder. In these embodiments, additional
information may be maintained within the TCP session
client lists 950 by the active client manager 940 and/or the
replication engine 930. Additionally, the active client man
ager 940 and/or the replication engine 93.0 may include
additional logic to maintain and use this additional infor
mation to determine from which block buffer the packet to
be sent to the requesting hydra client should be chosen from
within the buffer of received packets 920.
0143. When hydra clients are able to receive packets
from logical channels that are Sent directly to the network
from the encoding System, Similar logic for joining and
leaving logical channels may be used for a hydra client
receiving the packets directly from the encoding System as
is used by a requesting hydra client receiving packets from
the replication System. In Some embodiments, for example,
the encoding system of the TCP-like hydra server may be
modified to send output symbols in TCP packet format to the
replication system 900 and also send output symbols in UDP
multicast packet format directly through a network for
access by hydra clients that have a multicast connection with
the Server. This may be an advantage in that the reception
behavior and experience of hydra clients may be similar
independent of whether they are receiving UDP multicast
packets Sent directly to the network by the encoding System
or whether they are receiving TCP packets requested from
and replicated by the replication system 900. Thus, the
experience of a hydra client may be independent of whether
the network that connects it to the TCP-like hydra server is
fully multicast enabled.
0144) The TCP-like hydra server may use HyperText

Transport Protocol (HTTP) as the overall connection pro

tocol on top of TCP, in order for the hydra client to receive
packets through firewalls.
0145 Multiple Encoding Systems and Replication Sys

temS

0146 It should be understood that many different con
figurations for encoding Systems and replication Systems are
possible. For example, one encoding System and one repli

cation System could be included within one physical box. In
this example, the encoding System and the replication Sys
tem may be all within one physical box, although internally
within the box they may be on a Same platform, or running
on different platforms that communicate through Standard
means. For example, the box could be a Standard 1U rack
mounted unit. The encoding System could be implemented
on a standard PC platform that is included within the box,
with a standard CPU, RAM, disks, etc. The replication
System could be implemented on a Standard network inter

face card (NIC), and communication between the encoding
System and the replication System could be via a Standard
peripheral component interconnect (PCI) bus. FIG. 10A is
a block diagram of a Network Interface Card (NIC) on
which a replication System can be implemented according to
one specific embodiment of the present invention. The NIC
1050 includes an Intel(R) IXP-1200 processor 1060, a Gigabit

Ethernet Media Access Control (G-MAC) controller 1062

that implements G-MAC layer functions, flash memory
1064, Synchronous dynamic random access memory

(SDRAM) 1066, static random access memory (SRAM)

1068, fiberoptic transceivers 1070, a serial port 1072, and a
PCI bus connector 1074.

0147 As another example, as shown in FIG. 10B, one
encoding System and Several replication Systems could be
included within one physical box. In this example, the
encoding System 210 may send output Symbols to all three

replication systems 220(1), 220(2) and 220(3) indiscrimi
nately, or the encoding System may instead Send each
replication System only portions of the output Symbols for
which the receiving replication System has current request
ing hydra clients that it is Servicing.
0.148. As yet another example, as shown in FIG. 11, an
encoding System and a replication System may each be in a
Separate physical box, and the boxes may be logically
coupled through a network Such as, for example, an Ether
net, an internet, the Internet, an extranet, a local area

network (LAN), or other types of Similar connections.

Similarly, as shown in FIG. 12, a plurality of encoding
Systems may be included in one or more boxes, and a
plurality of replication Systems may be included in one or
more boxes Separate from the encoding Systems. These
boxes may all be collocated in close proximity to one
another, or in clusters of close proximity boxes with other
clusters far apart, or any combination thereof. For example,
there could be a farm of one or more encoding Systems at a
central collocated facility, and the replication Systems are
Spread out to the edges of a network remotely. Or, there
could be a farm of one or more encoding Systems that are
interconnected to a farm of one or more replication Systems
that are all collocated in a central facility. One skilled in the
art will recognize many other equivalents, variations, and
alternatives.

014.9 Format of Output Symbols Sent from Encoding
System to the Replication System
0150. In the above described embodiments, a replication
System receives packets of output Symbols. It is to be
understood, however, that the replication System need not
receive output Symbols in packets. Rather, in Some embodi
ments, it may be useful to provide output Symbols to the
replication System in a non-packet format. For example, this
may be useful in embodiments in which an encoding System
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and a replication System are implemented on a same plat
form, within a Same physical box, etc. In these embodi
ments, the replication System may assemble received output
Symbols into packets for transmission to requesting hydra
clients.

0151. Additionally, it is to be understood that, in some
embodiments, the replication System may receive output
Symbols in packets and, rather than transmit the output
Symbols in the received format, the replication System may
reformat the output Symbols before transmitting the output
Symbols in replicated packets. For example, a first packet
received by the replication System may include output
Symbols E1, E2 and E3, whereas a Second received packet
may include output symbols E4, E5 and E6. Then, the
replication System may send a packet containing E1, E5 and
E3 to a requesting hydra client, and may never Send output
Symbols E2, E4 or E6 to that Same requesting hydra client.
One skilled in the art will recognize many other equivalents,
variations, and alternatives.

0152) A Combined Hydra Server
0153. A hydra server may be a combination of a multiple
channel hydra server and a TCP-like hydra server, as well as
Sending packets to the network directly from the encoding
system. It may be more efficient for the hydra server to send
packets directly to the network from the encoding System,
and more efficient to Serve using the multiple channel hydra
server than the TCP-like hydra server. These efficiencies can
be measured in terms of impact on the resources of the hydra
Server, most notably the impact on the replication engine
within the replication system. On the other hand, it may be
harder for hydra clients to receive UDP multicast packets
Sent directly to the network by the encoding System than it
is for hydra clients to receive UDP unicast packets from the
multiple channel hydra server, and this may be more difficult
than it is for hydra clients to receive TCP packets from the
TCP-like hydra server. The reasons for these difficulties
could be because some firewalls allow TCP packets to pass
through but do not let UDPunicast packets pass through, and
Some firewalls allow UDP unicast packets to pass through
but do not let UDP multicast packet pass through. Further
more, in general the entire Internet can route TCP packets
and UDPunicast packets from any point to any other point,
but this may not be the case for UDP multicast packets
because of the lack of ubiquitous deployment of multicast
acroSS the Internet.

0154) In one specific embodiment, a hydra server Sup
ports three methods for delivery of content to hydra clients:
UDP multicast, UDPunicast, and TCP. In this embodiment,

a hydra client could be configured, for example, to first try
and receive UDP multicast packets from the hydra server. If
the hydra client is unable to receive the UDP multicast
packets, for example, because of an intervening firewall,
because of lack of multicast deployment, or any other
reason, the hydra client could then become a requesting
hydra client for UDP unicast packets. If the hydra client is
unable to receive the UDP unicast packets, for example,
because of an intervening firewall or any other reason, the
hydra client could then become a requesting hydra client for
TCP packets. The TCP connection may be made using the
HTTP protocol. In other embodiments, a hydra server may
Support any two of the above-described three methods, or a
hydra Server may Support any one of the above-described

three methods for delivering content to hydra clients. Fur
thermore, when Session initialization is made, the hydra
client may be given a URL to a Standard web or Streaming
Server that the hydra client uses as a last resort to receive
packets for content if all methods available on the hydra
server fail.

O155 In another embodiment, a hydra client may first
makes a Session request to the hydra Server or another
Specified Server, e.g., a Standard web or Streaming Server,
and the hydra client receives in response to the Session
request a description of the Session, including relevant
information the hydra client may need for different methods
by which the hydra client may try to access the content.
First, the hydra client may attempt to receive UDP multicast
packets. If this fails, then the hydra client may try connecting
to the multiple channel hydra Server or other specified Server
to receive UDP unicast packets by Sending a connect mes
Sage. If the hydra Server or other Specified Server responds,
then the hydra or other specified server includes in the
response the replication System address that the hydra client
should Send join messages to in order to receive packets for
the content.

0156 If multiple replication systems are being used to
Service requesting Servers, the hydra Server or other speci
fied Server may choose which replication System address to
Send to the requesting hydra client based on a number of
factors. These factors could include the current capacity of
each replication System to handle additional requesting
hydra clients, it could include how the content has been
assigned to the different replication Systems for handling, it
could include the network vicinity of the replication Systems
to the requesting hydra client and to the encoding Systems,
it could include the abilities of the different replication
Systems to handle multiple channel and TCP-like requests,
and it could include any number of other factors. Thus, load
balancing and network resource optimization can be
achieved by Sending the requesting hydra client the address
of the appropriate replication System. If the connection
response is received by the hydra client, then the hydra client
Starts Sending join messages as described previously to Start
receiving packets for the requested content.
0157) If the hydra client is unable to receive UDPunicast
packets, then the hydra client may try connecting to the
hydra server or other specified server to receive TCP packets
by Sending a connect message. The Overall protocol used for
this connection may be HTTP. If the hydra server or other
Specified Server responds, then the hydra or other Specified
Server may include in the response the replication System
address that the hydra client Should Send join messages to in
order to receive packets for the content. If multiple replica
tion Systems are being used to Service requesting Servers, the
hydra Server or other specified Server may choose which
replication System address to Send to the requesting hydra
client based on a number of factors as described above. If the

connection response is received by the hydra client, then the
hydra client and the replication system establish a TCP
connection, possibly using HTTP, to Start receiving packets
for the requested content.
0158. It is to be understood that many other configura
tions are possible. For example, the hydra Server may not
Support all methods, and the hydra client may be configured
to try connecting to a Standard web or Streaming Server if all
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possible methods of receiving packets from the hydra Server
fail. AS another example, the Session control, channel con
nect and channel join messages Sent by a hydra client to a
hydra Server or other specified Server and response to the
requesting hydra client may be UDP based, TCP based,
HTTP based, etc. Also, there may not be a separate connect
message and response for connecting via the multiple chan
nel and the TCP-like methods, i.e., the connect message
response may specify the replication System for either
method and the any other information needed to Start
receiving packets using either method. One skilled in the art
will recognize many other combinations, variations, alter
natives, and equivalents.
0159 Receiving from Multiple Logical Channels
0160 A requesting hydra client may join and receive
packets from multiple logical channels that are being gen
erated by one or more encoding Systems in one or more
locations. There are many reasons for doing this. For
example, for reliability it may be the case that two or more
encoding Systems are running on different hydra Servers
generating output Symbols on different logical channels for
the same content. Then, a hydra client may be configured to
request receive packets Sent to both logical channels. If one
of the hydra Servers crashes, or the network infrastructure
between one of the hydra servers and the hydra client
becomes overwhelmed or inoperable, or for any other reason
the connection between the hydra client and one of the hydra
Servers is lost either temporarily or permanently, then the
hydra client can Still receive packets for the content from the
remaining hydra Server.
0.161 AS another example, the hydra client may request
packets from two or more logical channels in different
packet formats. For example, the hydra client may request
packets to be sent using TCP packets from one logical
channel and using UDPunicast packets from another logical
channel concurrently. In this case, if both channels are
operating then the reception rate of the hydra client can be
increased, but if one of the channels is inoperable, e.g., the
UDP unicast packets cannot be received because of an
intervening firewall, then at least the hydra client can benefit
from the received TCP packets.
0162. As a third example, in some cases the overall
delivery can be improved beyond what is possible using a
Single hydra Server. For example, Suppose a hydra Server can
only generate outputSymbols at a total aggregate rate of 100
Mbps, and yet hydra clients are able to receive content at 200
Mbps. Then, two hydra Servers can generate outputSymbols
for the same content, each at 100 Mbps, and the hydra client
can request and receive packets from both Servers at an
aggregate rate of 200 Mbps. Thus, from the perspective of
the hydra client, two hydra Servers are twice as powerful for
delivering a given content as one hydra Server, and 10 hydra
Servers are 10 times as powerful as one, assuming the hydra
client has the capacity to receive packets at the aggregate
rate of 10 Servers. In contrast, this property may be much
harder or impossible to achieve with standard web or
Streaming Servers.
0163 As a fourth example, the bandwidth connection
between a hydra client and a single hydra Server may be
quite limited, e.g., a 1 Mbps connection. On the other hand,
the hydra client may have largely independent connections
to a number of hydra Servers, e.g., 10 hydra Servers with a

total aggregate bandwidth from the Servers to the hydra
client of 10 Mbps. Thus, if all hydra servers are generating
and Sending output Symbols for the same content, then the
hydra client can be configured to concurrently request and
receive packets from all 10 servers, thereby effectively
increasing the reception rate of the hydra client by a factor
of 10 over receiving from just one Server.
0164. Another example is for flow/congestion control,
e.g., as described in "Dynamic Layering Application'. A
Single hydra Server or multiple hydra Servers can generate
output Symbols for content and Send this to multiple logical
channels. Then, a hydra client can dynamically adjust its
packet reception rate by joining and leaving these channels.
0.165. One skilled in the art will recognize many other
examples in which receiving packets from multiple logical
channels that are being generated by one or more encoding
Systems in one or more locations may be useful.
0166 Security Measures
0.167 As with all servers, one security concern for a

hydra server is that of denial of service (DoS) attacks. These

attacks have as their goal to hinder the availability of the
content transmission Service. This can be done by totally
disrupting the Service by bringing a Server to a crash or by

wasting the server resources while Serving (or detecting)

invalid clients. The wasted resources can be computation
cycles, Server memory, bandwidth, etc. Measures against
Such attackS vary in the case of unicast and multicast
transmission.

0.168. In the case of multicast, the main danger comes
from the possible injection of bad packets by an attacker that
provokes an incorrect reconstruction of content. A client will

detect that the content has been incorrectly decoded (and
report an error to the end-user) by checking a simple hash
embedded by the server in the content before encoding.
However, unless Security measures are put into place, a
client will not detect the Source of the error, and the attack
causes a waste of resources both at the Server and at client.

0169. In the case of unicast, the injection of bad packets
is much less of problem Since the injection of a packet into
a unicast Stream only affects one client, thus making the
attack unattractive in most cases. Below are described DoS

defenses in the unicast case for a couple of particular attacks
that are considered the easiest to mount.

0170 Two potential DoS attacks in the unicast case are 1)
flooding the server with control messages and 2) Signing-up
virtual clients/victims by spoofing their source IP address.
0171 Some embodiments of the present invention may
include countermeasures for these two DoS attacks that use

one or more “cookie mechanisms’. In one embodiment,

every hydra client registering for Some Session uses two
“cookies'. The first cookie is used during Session initiation
that occurs using Session control messages. In a specific
embodiment, this cookie is a 64-bit value calculated by the
Server Session control module as a function of the download

id, the hydra client IP address, the hydra client port, the
operation timeout and a Server Secret key. In other embodi
ments, the cookie may be a function of one or more of the
download id, the hydra client IP address, the hydra client
port, the operation timeout, a Server Secret key, etc. This
cookie is Sent to a hydra client by a server Session control
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module in response to a get request Sent by the hydra client.
This cookie represents a credential for the hydra client to
Send to the Server Session control module in a start request
message in order to receive in a response the necessary
information to Start a Session. The hydra client's cookie is
used as a weak hydra client authentication mechanism
intended to limit Service to authorized hydra clients only. In
particular, an attacker client that forges another hydra cli
ent's IP address in a get request message Sent to the Server
Session control module will not get back the cookie, Since
the response message containing the cookie will instead be
directed by the Server Session control module to the forged
IP address. When a hydra client tries to initiate a session by
Sending a start request message to the Server Session control
module the Start request message must contain the cookie,
which the server session control module checks for validity.
The validity of the cookie received from the hydra client is
checked by the Server Session control module by recalcu
lating the cookie from the same information it was originally
calculated from and comparing this with the received
cookie. If the recalculated cookie and the received cookie do

not match then the Session is not served. Thus, the Server

Session control module does not Save any State information
in response to the initial get request message.
0172 While this provides for a way to eliminate unau
thorized Service requests at the Server and prevent the Server
from Saving a lot of State information due to invalid requests,
it also creates a DoS opportunity: a hydra client attacker can
Send a multitude of requests with random cookies. The
attacker will not receive service but will force the server

Session control module to waste CPU cycles in performing

the cookie Verification (a first-time verification of each hydra
client cookie is a relatively time-consuming operation).
However, this attack is not So Serious for Session initiation,

as each hydra client only initiates a Session once per down
load and the Session duration is typically a comparatively
long interval of time. The Server Session control module can
rate filter get request messages from clients that are trying to
initiate Sessions to prevent CPU over-consumption.
0173 It would be much more serious if CPU resources
were consumed by clients that mount an attack by Sending
join messages to the replication System. This is because join
messages are much more frequent than Session initiation
messages and are valid for only a short interval of time, and
thus it is much more important to have a computationally
lightweight mechanism in place to minimize the effect of
join message attacks. In one embodiment, a minimal amount
of State information is Saved within the replication System
for each valid hydra client that has already Successfully
initiated a Session. In this embodiment, these hydra clients
have been already Verified as having legitimate access to the
resources of the hydra Server using the first cookie. The
Second cookie is sent by the connection manager in response
to a channel connect request Sent by a hydra client. The
connection manager only Sends the response once it has
validated the first cookie contained in the connect request
Sent by the hydra client. The Second cookie is a Session
identifier unique to the hydra client chosen at random by the
connection manager and Stored in the channel active client
lists that is available to the active client manager within the
replication System. This Second cookie must be contained in
each channel join message Sent to the active client manager
by the hydra client. The active client manager can quickly
Verify the join message is valid by comparing the received

cookie with the cookie Stored in the channel active client

lists. Only if this check Succeeds is the join message
considered to be valid.

0.174. In the above-described embodiment, two cookie
mechanisms are used for DoS countermeasures. It is to be

understood, however, that other embodiments may use only
one of the above-described cookie mechanisms. Similarly,
other embodiments may not include either of the above
described cookie mechanisms.

0175 Throttling Measure
0176). In some embodiments, a server may include a
throttling measure to throttle the number of incoming mes
Sages into a hydra Server. In one embodiment of the repli
cation System, a packet classifier and a throttler may be
included. The packet classifier and throttling may be imple
mented, for example, in micro-code. This enables the rep
lication System to continue operation even if the amount of
incoming connect and join messages from hydra clients is
very high. The replication system will throttle the number of
messages that it handles per Second preventing consumption
of CPU resources. This can be implemented by discarding
received messages without processing if the message recep
tion rate becomes too high, for example if it exceeds a
Specified threshold. In one embodiment, messages are dis
carded at random from among the received but not yet
processed messages. In another embodiment, most recently
received messages are discarded when the reception rate
becomes too high.
0177 Licensing
0.178 In some embodiments, the hydra server may be
equipped with a licensing mechanism that limits the Service
capabilities. To avoid that these limitations inadvertently
assist DoS attackers, the relevant hydra server modules will
attempt whenever possible to count only valid requests from
a hydra client. Otherwise, if the server is licensed to only
handle only, Say 10K concurrent clients, a DoS attack can
succeed by just flooding the server with 10K invalid
requests, even though the Server is actually capable of
dealing with many more requests Simultaneously.
0179 A Detailed Description of a Control Protocol
0180. One embodiment of a control protocol for session
control, channel connect and channel joins is now described.
The content reception that is being controlled may be a file,
a stream or Some other form of data. The control protocol
itself, however, is independent of the type of the content.
OutputSymbols for content may be transmitted in packets in
one or more channels. The use of multiple channels allows
the hydra client to adjust its reception rate during the transfer
by changing the channels to which it is joined, and it allows
the hydra client to control receiving different portions of the
content at different points in time. A Session is defined to be
the Set of all channels used by a Server in the transmission
of a Single content.
0181. The presently described embodiment of a control
protocol has the following functions:
0182 Initiations of the reception, including
eXchange of Session information and facilitation of
Server Side accounting.
0183 Initiation and control of the unicast data trans
fer. This is typically only needed in the case where
multicast is unavailable.
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0.184 Session monitoring, facilitating server side
accounting.
0185. Session tear down, facilitating server side
accounting and collection of client Statistics.
0186 Firewall integration to allow control messages
and data packets implemented over UDP to get
through firewalls.
0187 Control Protocol Overview
0188 Content Transfer
0189 The logical flow of the control protocol for content
transfer comprises the following operations.
0190. Get Session Description.
0191) Session control messages between a client and a
Server are used. The client Sends a request for the Session
information to a server. The Server responds by Sending the
Session description and a Security cookie to be used in
Subsequent requests made by the client. The client sends a
Start request containing the Security cookie to the Server. If
the Security cookie in the request matches the one that was
Sent to the client, the Server responds by Sending a start
response to the client. At this point in the protocol, the client
should have all of the information required to join the
Session, collect output Symbols included in multicast pack
ets, and reconstruct the original content from the received
output Symbols once they are received.
0192 Multicast Data Transfer.
0193 The transfer of output symbols from server to client
can be made over multicast or unicast. In the case of a

multicast transfer, the client issues IGMP joins for the
channel carrying the Session and begins receiving the output
Symbols carried in multicast packets within the channel.
When enough output symbols have been received, the client
leaves the session by issuing IGMP leave for the channel.
The case of a unicast transfer is described below.

0194 Heartbeat.
0.195 Session control messages between a client and a
Server are used. The Start response received by the client in
the “GET SESSION DESCRIPTION” step includes a ses
Sion timeout after which the Session is not guaranteed to be
available. If the Session timeout approaches while the data
transfer is still in progreSS, the client Sends a heartbeat
message to the Server. The Server responds with a heartbeat
acknowledgment that contains an extended timeout for the
Session. This heartbeat operation is repeated each time the
timeout approaches while the transfer is in progreSS. If the
Server does not receive the heartbeat in time, it will consider
the transfer to have failed.

0196) Done.
0197) Session control messages between a client and a
Server are used. The client Sends a done message to the
Server once the data transfer operation has completed. The
Server responds by Sending a done acknowledgment to the
client.

0198 Unicast Data Transfer.
0199. In the case of a unicast transfer, the protocol
comprises the following operations, rather than those
described above in the “MULTICAST DATA TRANSFER"

Step.

0200 Connect.
0201 Channel connect messages between a client and a
Server are used. Before the client may receive output Sym
bols via unicast packets, it obtains additional information
about the session. The client obtains this information by
Sending a connect request to the Server's connection man
ager component. The connection manager responds with a
connect response message that includes the address of the
replication System that will Send outputSymbols to the client
and a timeout value for the channel.

0202) Join.
0203 Channel join messages from a client to a server are
used. The client requests to receive packets from the channel
asSociated with the Session by Sending join messages to the
replication System. The replication System responds by
Sending copies of packets received on the channel from the
encoding System to the client in unicast packets until the
timeout interval expires. The client repeatedly Sends join
messages to the Server to renew the timeout values appro
priately until the client has collected enough outputSymbols
to reconstruct the content.

0204. In the presently described embodiment, a typical
usage Scenario comprises a Get Session Description opera
tion, followed by an attempted Multicast Data Transfer. A
Unicast Data Transfer will occur if the Multicast Data

Transfer fails. In either case, Heartbeat operations will occur
during and a Done operation will follow the data transfer.
0205 Congestion Control
0206. In the description above, the session comprises a
Single channel that a client must join to receive output
Symbols from a Server. In general, however, a Session may
comprise one or more channels, each carrying output Sym
bols for the content. It then becomes possible for the client
to adjust its reception rate during the transfer simply by
changing the Set of channels to which it is joined. This may
be a basis of a congestion control method used by the client.
0207. In the case of a multicast transfer, the congestion
control method may result in the client performing IGMP
join and leave operations throughout the transfer.
0208. In the case of a unicast transfer, the connect
response may include a list of the timeout values for all of
the channels in the Session. In the join message, the client
indicates the list of all channels it wishes to be joined to.
Throughout the download, the client continues to Send join
messages to the replication System.

0209 Control Protocol Details
0210. In some embodiments, the control protocol may be
implemented over UDP, which provides best-effort delivery.
The Get Session Description, Heartbeat and Done opera
tions may be made more reliable by the use of timerS and
request retransmission by a client. In a Specific embodiment
of a Server, there may be three distinct components that
participate in the protocol: a Server Session control module,
a connection manager and a replication System. In this
embodiment, the Server Session control module and the

connection manager may share an IP address (though, in
general, this need not be the case) while the replication
system may have its own IP address.
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0211) A detailed description of the control protocol
operations is provided below.
0212 Get Session Description Operation
0213 FIG. 13 is a simplified diagram of one embodiment
of a Get Session Description operation. This diagram is used
herein for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. The Get Session Description
operation includes the following message types and protocol
flow.

0214 Get Request Message

0215 control header|<download id tive Crequest modi
fier tive.<url tive-client id tv
0216) The download id is a 64-bit value constructed by

the client as the concatenation of the client IP address and a
32-bit random number.

0217. The request modifier is used to indicate whether the
client is initiating a multicast or unicast transfer.
0218. The url is a string identifying the content the client
wishes to transfer.

0219. The client id is an optional identifier of the client.
0220 Get Response Message

0221) control header|<download id tive Crequest modi
tion tiv><operation timeout tiv>

0230. The url id is the one received in the get response
meSSage.

0231. The security cookie is the one received in the get
response meSSage.

0232 The operation timeout is the one received in the get
response meSSage.

0233 Start Response Message

0234 control header|<download id tiv><request modi
tlv><scrambler key tiva<multicast source tiv>

fier tive <url id tive <download index tive.<session timeout

0235. The download id is the one sent in the start request
meSSage.

0236. The request modifier is used to indicate whether the
Start request was Successful. If the Start request fails, the
request modifier indicates the reason it failed.
0237) The url id is the one sent in the start request
meSSage.

0238. The download index is a unique value that the
Server uses to identify the client's connection to the Session.
The download index is used by the client to authenticate
itself to the Server in the heartbeat and done request mes
sages described below. This helps to protect the client from
attacks in which heartbeat or done requests are Sent on its

fier tive <url id tiv><security cookie tive.<session descrip

behalf.

0222. The download id is the one sent in the get request

0239). The session timeout is an absolute time after which
the Session is not guaranteed to be available. The client
extends the timeout by Sending a heartbeat message

meSSage.

0223) The request modifier is used to indicate whether the
get request was Successful. If the get request fails, the
request modifier indicates the reason it failed.
0224. The url id is a unique value that the server asso
ciates with the url String that was Sent in the get request
message. It is used So that the String need not be included in
Subsequent messages.
0225. The security cookie may be a 64-bit value calcu
lated by the server as a function of one or more of the
download id, the client IP address, the client port, the
operation timeout and a Server Secret key. One role of the
cookie is to protect the Server from denial of Service attackS.
The Server does not create State for the client until a start

request with a valid cookie is received. By issuing cookies,
the server is able to control the number of clients for which
it must maintain State.

0226. The session description includes information
needed by the client to initiate the transfer of output symbols

described below.

0240 The scrambler key, the key to a lightweight encryp
tion mechanism, is required by the client to reconstruct the
original content from the output Symbols.
0241 The multicast source information is optionally
included to allow firewalls to open a window for the inbound
multicast traffic.

0242 Heartbeat Operation
0243 FIG. 14 is a simplified diagram of one embodiment
of a Heartbeat operation. This diagram is used herein for
illustrative purposes only and is not intended to limit the
scope of the invention. The Heartbeat operation includes the
following message types and protocol flow.
0244 Heartbeat Message

0245 control header|<download id tiv><request modi
fier tive Curl id tive <download index tive

0227. The operation timeout is an absolute time after
which the Server may not accept the Start request. If the Start
request is rejected, the client must restart by Sending another
get request with a new download id.
0228) Start
Request
Message
-control

0246 The download id is the one used in the messages of
the Get Session Description operation. The request modifier
is used to indicate whether the client is initiating a multicast
or unicast transfer. The url id is the one used in the messages
of the Get Session Description operation. The download
indeX is the one used in the messages of the Get Session
Description operation.
0247 Heartbeat Acknowledgment Message

0229. The download id is the one sent in the get request
message and received in the get response message.

0248 control header|<download id tiv><request modi
tlv>

from the Server over multicast or unicast.

header|<download id tive Curl id tiv><security cookie
tlv><operation timeout tive

fier tive <url id tive <download index tive.<session timeout
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0249. The download id is the one sent in the heartbeat
message. The request modifier is presently unused. The url
id is the one Sent in the heartbeat message. The download
indeX is the one Sent in the heartbeat message. The Session
timeout is the one received in the Start response message of
the Get Session Description operation.
0250) Done Operation
0251 FIG. 15 is a simplified diagram of one embodiment
of a Done operation. This diagram is used herein for
illustrative purposes only and is not intended to limit the
Scope of the invention. The Done operation includes the
following message types and protocol flow.
0252) Done Message

0253) control header|<download id tive Crequest modi
fier tlve Curl id tiv><download index tiv><download sta
tistics tlv>
0254 The download id is the one used in the messages of
the Get Session Description operation. The request modifier
is used to indicate whether the transfer completed, was
canceled or failed. The url id is the one used in the messages
of the Get Session Description operation. The download
indeX is the one used in the messages of the Get Session
Description operation. The download Statistics are optional
Statistics about the data transfer.

0255 Done Acknowledgment Message

0256 control header|<download id tive Crequest modi
fier tive.<url id tive-download index tiv>
0257 The download id is the one sent in the done
message. The request modifier is presently unused. The url
id is the one Sent in the done message. The download indeX
is the one used in the done message.
0258 Unicast Data Transfer Operation
0259 FIG. 16 is a simplified diagram of one embodiment
of a Unicast Data Transfer operation. This diagram is used
herein for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to
limit the scope of the invention. The Unicast Data Transfer
operation includes the following message types and protocol
flow.

0260 Connect Message
0261) control header|<session tive.<nonce tive
0262 The session field is constructed by the client from
information found in the Session description in the get
response message of the Get Session Information operation.
The nonce is an optional value constructed by the client. If
the nonce appears in the connect message, then the corre
sponding connect response must also include it.
0263 Connect Response Message
0264. There are two formats of the connect response
message, depending on whether the connect operation fails
or Succeeds.

0265 control header|<session tive Cerror tlv><nonces
0266 The session field is the one sent in the connect
message. The error field identifies the error that occurred
when the Server attempted to process the connect request.
The nonce is the one optionally Sent in the connect message.

0267 control header|<session tiv><security cookie tive
<cookie expiration tiv><replication system tlv><timeouts
tlv><firewall timeout tive-nonces
0268. The session field is the one sent in the connect
message. The Security cookie is a 64-bit value calculated by
the Server to be used in all Subsequent join messages for this
Session. The cookie expiration optionally indicates the time
at which the security cookie will expire. If the cookie
expiration does not appear, then the cookie never expires.
The replication system field contains the IP address and port
of the replication System that will Serve the Session to the
client. The timeouts are the individual timeout values for the
channels in the Session.

0269. The firewall timeout is optionally included to tell
firewalls how long to open the window for outgoing join
messages and incoming outputSymbols contained in packets
associated with this session. If the firewall timeout does not

appear, then the firewall should use its own Standard tim
eout. The nonce is the one optionally Sent in the connect
meSSage.

0270 Join Message

0271 control header|<session tlve-Security cookie
tlv><channels tiv>
0272. The session field is the one sent in the connect
message. The Security cookie is the one received in the
connect response message. The channels field indicates
which channels of the Session the client wishes to join.

0273 Output Symbols Messages
0274 The output symbols messages are encoded in the
LCT format. For additional details of the LCT format, see

the Layered Coding Transport Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF) draft within the Reliable Multicast Transport
(RMT) working group.
0275. The above description is illustrative and not restric

tive. Many variations of the invention will become apparent
to those of skill in the art upon review of this disclosure. The
Scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined not
with reference to the above description, but instead should
be determined with reference to the appended claims along
with their full Scope of equivalents.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of Serving content to multiple clients via a
network, the method comprising:
maintaining independent Sessions with each of a plurality
of clients, wherein the number of clients in the plurality
of clients can vary over time, and wherein the Start of
each Session and the end of each Session can be

independent of the Start and end of other Sessions,
receiving a stream of packet payloads, each packet pay
load of the Stream of packet payloads including data
generated from the content, wherein each packet pay
load in at least a Subset of the Stream of packet payloads
includes a different Set of data;

transmitting each packet payload in the Stream of packet
payloads to each client of the plurality of clients in
corresponding packets, wherein the packet payload
transmitted to a client at any particular time is inde
pendent of the State of the corresponding Session.
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2. The method of claim 1 wherein the content comprises
an ordered set of input Symbols, wherein each packet
payload of the Stream of packet payloads includes at least
one output Symbol, wherein output Symbols are generated
from inputSymbols, and wherein a client can regenerate the
ordered Set of input Symbols to a desired accuracy from the
outputSymbols included in a Set of packet payloads received
by the client.
3. The method of claim 2 wherein the set of packet
payloads received by the client can be received via a
plurality of distinct Sessions.
4. The method of claim 2 wherein output symbols are
generated from input Symbols using a FEC code.
5. The method of claim 2 wherein output symbols are
generated from input Symbols Such that the ordered set of
inputSymbols can be regenerated using any set of N output
Symbols, wherein N is an integer greater than 1 and less than
the number of possible output symbols.
6. The method of claim 2 wherein output symbols are
input Symbols.
7. The method of claim 1 wherein the packets are unicast
packets.
8. The method of claim 7 wherein the unicast packets are
UDP unicast packets.
9. The method of claim 7 wherein the unicast packets are
TCP packets.
10. The method of claim 1 further comprising maintaining
a list of the plurality of clients.
11. The method of claim 10 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a message from a client not
included in the list of the plurality of clients, requesting
to be added to the list; and

adding the client to the list.
12. The method of claim 11 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a message from a client
included in the list requesting to be removed from the
list, and

removing the client from the list.
13. The method of claim 11 further comprising removing
from the list the client after a period of time from when the
message to add the client to the list was received.
14. The method of claim 11 further comprising transmit
ting to the client not included in the list of the plurality of
clients a cookie, and wherein adding the client to the list
includes adding the client to the list, only if the message
received from the client includes the cookie.

15. The method of claim 1 further comprising:
receiving an acknowledgment message from each client
of the plurality of clients for at least Some of the packets
received by the client;
if an acknowledgment message corresponding to a packet
that included one of the plurality of packet payloads is
not received from one of the clients, transmitting to the
client another packet including another packet payload,
wherein the another packet payload includes data dif
ferent from the data included in the packet payload that
the client did not receive.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the acknowledgment
messages are TCP acknowledgment messages, wherein the
lost packet and the another packet are TCP packets, and

wherein transmitting to the client another packet includes
Setting the Sequence number of the another packet to
the Sequence number of the lost packet.
17. The method of claim 10 wherein maintaining the list
of the plurality of clients includes:
adding a client to the list upon receiving, via the network,
a connect message from the client; and
removing the client from the list at a time Subsequent to
the time at which the connect message was received
from the client.

18. The method of claim 10 wherein maintaining the list
of the plurality of clients includes:
receiving, via the network, a first join message from one
of the clients in the list; and

removing the corresponding client from the list at a time
Subsequent to receiving the join message.
19. The method of claim 18 wherein the first join message
includes a time value that indicates when to remove the

corresponding client from the list, and wherein removing the
corresponding client from the list includes removing the
corresponding client from the list at a time based on the time
value.
20. The method of claim 19 wherein the time value is a

length of time.
21. The method of claim 19 wherein the time value is an
absolute time.

22. The method of claim 18 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a second join message from
the client prior to the time at which to remove the
current client from the list indicated by the first join
message, and
Setting a new time at which to remove the current client
from the list, the new time based on the Second join
meSSage.

23. The method of claim 1 further comprising, prior to
transmitting each packet payload in the Stream of packet
payloads to one of the clients in the plurality of clients,
authenticating the client.
24. The method of claim 23 wherein authenticating the
client includes:

transmitting a cookie to the client;
receiving a connect message from the client; and
Verifying that the cookie is included in the connect
meSSage.

25. The method of claim 23 wherein authenticating the
client includes:

transmitting a cookie to the client;
receiving a join message from the client; and
Verifying that the cookie is included in the join message.
26. The method of claim 1 wherein maintaining indepen
dent Sessions with each of a plurality of clients includes
maintaining independent channel connections within a Ses
sion with each of a first plurality of clients and with each of
a Second plurality of clients,
wherein receiving a Stream of packet payloads includes
receiving a first Stream of packet payloads on a first
channel and a Second Stream of packet payloads on a
Second channel, wherein each packet payload of the
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first Stream of packet payloads includes data compris
ing a first subset of the content to be transferred to the
first plurality of clients, wherein each packet payload of
the Second Stream of packet payloads includes data
comprising a Second Subset of the content to be trans
ferred to the Second plurality of clients,
wherein transmitting each packet payload in the Stream of
packet payloads includes transmitting each packet pay
load in the first Stream of packet payloads to each client
of the first plurality of clients in corresponding packets,
and transmitting each packet payload in the Second
Stream of packet payloads to each client of the Second
plurality of clients in corresponding packets.
27. The method of claim 26 wherein at least one client is

in the first plurality of clients and the second plurality of
clients.
28. The method of claim 26 wherein the first Subset of the
content and the Second Subset of the content is the same
Subset of the content.
29. The method of claim 26 wherein the first Subset of the
content and the Second Subset of the content are different
Subsets of the content.

30. The method of claim 26 further comprising:
maintaining a first list of the first plurality of clients, and
maintaining a Second list of the Second plurality of clients.
31. The method of claim 30 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a connect message from one of
the multiple clients, the connect message specifying to
which of the first and Second channels to connect,

if the message specifies the first channel, adding the client
to the first list; and

if the message Specifies the Second channel, adding the
client to the Second list.

32. The method of claim 31 further comprising:
if the client was added to the first list, removing the client
from the first list after a period of time from which the
connect message was received; and
if the client was added to the Second list, removing the
client from the second list after a period of time from
which the connect message was received.
33. The method of claim 30 further comprising, for each
client of the first and Second lists, removing the client from
the corresponding list at a point in time.
34. The method of claim 30 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a first join message from one
of the multiple clients, the first join message Specifying
from which of the first and second channels the client

wishes to receive packets,
if the first join message Specified the first channel,
adding the client to the first list;
removing the client from the first list at a first time
Subsequent to receiving the first join message;
if the first join message Specified the Second channel,
adding the client to the Second list;
removing the client from the Second list at a Second
time Subsequent to receiving the first join message.

35. The method of claim 34 further comprising:
receiving, via the network, a Second join message from
the one of the clients Subsequent to receiving the first
join message and prior to the first time and the Second
time, the Secondjoin message specifying from which of
the first and Second channels the client wishes to

receive packets,
if the Second join message specified the first channel,
Setting a new first time at which to remove the client
from the first list;

if the Second join message Specified the Second channel,
Setting a new Second time at which to remove the client
from the second list.

36. The method of claim 35 further comprising removing
the client from the first list if the Second join message does
not Specify the first channel.
37. The method of claim 1 wherein the network includes

a multicast network, the method further comprising:
maintaining a multicast Session, wherein a plurality of
multicast clients can join the multicast Session, wherein
the number of the plurality of multicast clients joined to
the multicast Session can vary over time;
transmitting, via the multicast network, each packet pay
load in the Stream of packet payloads to each multicast
client of the plurality of multicast clients in correspond
ing multicast packets.
38. An apparatus for Serving content to multiple clients
via a network, the apparatus comprising:
a client manager coupled to the network that maintains
independent Sessions with each of a plurality of clients,
a buffer coupled to receive a stream of packet payloads,
each packet payload of the Stream of packet payloads
including data generated from the content, wherein
each packet payload in at least a Subset of the Stream of
packet payloads includes a different Set of data;
a replication engine coupled to the buffer that, for each
packet payload, generates a plurality of packets that
include the packet payload, each packet of the plurality
of packets corresponding to one of the plurality of
clients,

a transmitter coupled to the replication engine that
receives the packets and transmits the packets to the
corresponding clients via the network;
wherein the packet payload transferred to a client at any
particular time is independent of the State of the cor
responding Session.
39. The apparatus of claim 38 further comprising a
memory coupled to the client manager for maintaining a list
of the plurality of clients.
40. The apparatus of claim 39 further comprising a
connection manager coupled with the network and with the
memory, the connection manager configured to receive a
request to add a new client to the list and configured to add
the new client to the list.

41. The apparatus of claim 39 wherein the client manager
is configured to remove a client from the list.
42. The apparatus of claim 38 wherein the client manager
is configured to receive a packet lost message from one of
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the plurality of clients, the packet lost message indicating the
one of the plurality of clients did not receive a packet that
included one of the plurality of packet payloads, and, in
response to the packet lost message, cause the replication
engine to generate another packet to replace the lost packet,
wherein the payload of the another packet includes data
different from the data included in the packet payload that
the client did not receive.

43. The apparatus of claim 38 wherein the client manager
maintains independent channel connections within a Session
with each of a first plurality of clients and each of a Second
plurality of clients,
wherein the Stream of packet payloads includes a first
Stream of packet payloads on a first channel and a
Second stream of packet payloads on a Second channel,
wherein each packet payload of the first Stream of
packet payloads includes data comprising a first Subset
of the content to be transferred to the first plurality of
clients, wherein each packet payload of the Second
Stream of packet payloads includes data comprising a
Second Subset of the content to be transferred to the

Second plurality of clients,
wherein the replication engine, for each packet payload in
the first Stream, generates a first plurality of packets that
include the packet payload, each packet of the first
plurality of packets corresponding to one of the first
plurality of clients, and wherein, for each packet pay
load in the Second stream, generates a Second plurality
of packets that include the packet payload, each packet
of the Second plurality of packets corresponding to one
of the Second plurality of clients.
44. An apparatus for Serving content to multiple clients
via a network, the network including a multicast network,
the apparatus comprising:
a client manager coupled to the network that maintains
independent Sessions with each of a plurality of unicast
clients,

a storage device that Stores the content to be served;
an encoding System coupled to the Storage device that
generates a stream of packet payloads, each packet
payload of the Stream of packet payloads including data
comprising the content to be served to the plurality of
unicast clients and a plurality of multicast clients,
wherein each packet payload in at least a Subset of the
Stream of packet payloads includes a different Set of
data, wherein at least a first Subset of the packet
payloads are included in multicast packets,
a multicast transmitter coupled with the encoding genera
tor and the network that receives the multicast packets
from the encoding System and transmits the multicast
packets to a plurality of multicast clients via the mul
ticast network;

a replication engine coupled to the encoding System that
receives at least a Second Subset of the packet payloads
in the Stream of packet payloads, and that, for each
received packet payload, generates a plurality of uni
cast packets that include the received packet payload,
each unicast packet of the plurality of unicast packets
corresponding to one of the plurality of unicast clients,
a unicast transmitter coupled to the replicator engine that
receives the unicast packets and transmits the packets
to the corresponding clients via the network;

wherein the packet payload transferred to a unicast client
at any particular time is independent of the State of the
corresponding Session.
45. The method of claim 44 wherein the content to be
Served is received as a stream of data and Stored on the

Storage device.
46. The method of claim 44 wherein each packet payload
in at least a Second Subset of the Stream of packet payloads
received by the replication engine is included in a multicast
packet.
47. The method of claim 46 wherein each packet payload
in the Stream of packet payloads generated by the encoding
System is included in a multicast packet.
48. The method of claim 46 wherein the replication
engine receives multicast packets via the multicast trans
mitter.

49. The method of claim 44 wherein each packet payload
in the at least a Second Subset of the Stream of packet
payloads received by the replication engine is included in a
unicast packet.
50. The method of claim 44 wherein the encoding system
is coupled with the replication engine via a bus.
51. The method of claim 44 wherein the encoding system
is coupled with the replication engine via a local area
network.

52. The method of claim 44 wherein the encoding system
is coupled with the replication engine via the Internet.
53. The method of claim 44 wherein the content com

prises an ordered set of inputSymbols, wherein each packet
payload of the stream of packet payloads includes at least
one output Symbol, wherein output Symbols are generated
from inputSymbols, and wherein a client can regenerated to
a desired accuracy the ordered set of inputSymbols from the
output Symbols included in the Set of packet payloads
received by the client.
54. The method of claim 53 wherein output symbols are
generated from input Symbols using a FEC code.
55. The method of claim 53 wherein output symbols are
generated from input Symbols Such that the ordered set of
input Symbols can be regenerated using any Set of N output
Symbols, wherein N is an integer greater than 1 and less than
the number of possible output symbols.
56. A method of serving content to multiple clients via a
network, the content represented by a plurality of input
Symbols, wherein the network includes a multicast network,
the method comprising:
generating output Symbols from the input Symbols,
assembling output Symbols into a stream of packets,
wherein each packet in the Stream of packets includes
a set of at least one outputSymbol, wherein each packet
includes a different Set of the output Symbols, and
transmitting, using multicasting, the Stream of packets to
a plurality of multicast clients via the multicast net
work;

wherein the number of multicast clients in the plurality of
multicast clients can vary over time, and wherein a
multicast client can regenerate the ordered set of input
Symbols to a desired accuracy from any N output
Symbols included in a Set of packets received by the
multicast client, wherein N is an integer greater than 1
and less than the number of possible output Symbols.
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57. The method of claim 56 further including receiving
the content to be served as a Stream of data.
58. The method of claim 56 wherein a multicast client can

join and leave the multicast Stream one or more times to
receive the Set of packets.
59. The method of claim 56 wherein each packet in the
Stream of packets is a multicast packet.
60. The method of claim 56 wherein the plurality of
multicast clients includes a first plurality of multicast clients
and a Second plurality of multicast clients, wherein the
number of multicast clients in the first plurality of multicast
clients can vary over time and wherein the number of
multicast clients in the Second plurality of multicast clients
can vary over time;
wherein assembling output Symbols into a Stream of
packets includes assembling output Symbols into a first
Stream of packets and a Second stream of packets, and
wherein transmitting the Stream of packets to a plurality
of multicast clients includes transmitting the first
Stream of packets to the first plurality of multicast
clients and transmitting the Second Stream of packets to
the Second plurality of multicast clients.
61. The method of claim 60 wherein at least one multicast

client is in the first plurality of multicast clients and the
Second plurality of multicast clients.
62. The method of claim 61 wherein a multicast client in

the first plurality of multicast clients and in the Second
plurality of multicast clients can regenerate the input Sym
bols to a desired accuracy from any N packets included in a
Set of packets in the first Stream of packets and the Second
Stream of packets received by the multicast client, wherein
N is an integer greater than 1 and less than the number of
possible output Symbols.
63. The method of claim 60 wherein the plurality of input
Symbols includes a first plurality of input Symbols and a
Second plurality of input Symbols;
wherein generating output Symbols from the input Sym
bols includes generating first output Symbols from the
first input Symbols and generating Second output Sym
bols from the second input symbols;
wherein assembling output Symbols into a first Stream of
packets includes assembling the first output Symbols
into the first Stream of packets, and wherein assembling
output Symbols into a Second Stream of packets
includes assembling the Second outputSymbols into the
Second Stream of packets,
wherein a multicast client in the first plurality of multicast
clients can regenerate the first plurality of input Sym
bols to a desired accuracy from any J first output
Symbols included in a set of packets in the first Stream
of packets received by the multicast client, wherein J is
an integer greater than 1 and less than the number of
possible first outputSymbols, wherein a multicast client
in the Second plurality of multicast clients can regen
erate the Second plurality of inputSymbols to a desired
accuracy from any K Second output Symbols included
in a Set of packets in the Second Stream of packets
received by the multicast client, wherein K is an integer
greater than 1 and less than the number of possible
Second output Symbols.

64. The method of claim 63 wherein the first plurality of
input Symbols are different input Symbols than the Second
plurality of input Symbols.
65. A server for serving content to multiple clients via a
network including a multicast network, the Server compris
ing:
a storage device that Stores the content to be served, the
content including input Symbols;
an encoding generator coupled with the Storage device
that generates output Symbols from of the input Sym
bols;

a transmitter coupled with the encoding generator and
with the network that assembles the output symbols
into multicast packets, wherein each multicast packet
includes a different Set of outputSymbols and transmits,
using multicast, the multicast packets to a plurality of
multicast clients via the network;

wherein the number of multicast clients in the plurality of
multicast clients can vary over time, and wherein a
multicast client can regenerate the input Symbols to a
desired accuracy from any N output Symbols included
in a set of multicast packets received by the multicast
client, wherein N is an integer greater than 1 and leSS
than the number of possible output symbols.
66. The method of claim 65 wherein the content to be
Served is received as a stream of data and Stored on the

Storage device.
67. A distributed apparatus for serving content to multiple
clients via a network, the distributed apparatus comprising:
a plurality of replication Systems, each replication System
including:
a respective client manager coupled to the network that
maintains independent Sessions with each of a
respective plurality of clients,
respective buffer coupled to receive a respective
Stream of packet payloads, each packet payload of
the respective Stream of packet payloads including
data comprising the content to be transferred to the
respective plurality of clients, wherein each packet
payload in at least a Subset of the respective Stream
of packet payloads includes a different Set of data;
a respective replication engine coupled to buffer that,
for each packet payload, generates a plurality of
packets that include the packet payload, each packet
of the plurality of packets corresponding to one of
the respective plurality of clients,
a respective transmitter coupled to the replication
engine that receives the packets and transmits the
packets to the corresponding clients via the network;
wherein the packet payload transferred to a client at any
particular time is independent of the State of the cor
responding Session.
68. The distributed apparatus of claim 67 wherein each
respective Stream of packet payloads is the same Stream.
69. The distributed apparatus of claim 67 wherein at least
Some of the respective Streams of packet payloads are
different streams.
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70. The distributed apparatus of claim 67 wherein at least
one client is included in more than one of the respective
pluralities of clients.
71. The distributed apparatus of claim 67 further includ
Ing:

a plurality of Storage devices that Store the content to be
Served; and

a plurality of encoding Systems coupled with the plurality
of Storage devices, wherein each encoding System
generates a stream of packet payloads, each packet
payload of the Stream of packet payloads including data
comprising the content to be served to the plurality of
clients, wherein each packet payload in at least a Subset
of the Stream of packet payloads includes a different Set
of data;

wherein the plurality of encoding Systems are coupled
with the respective buffers, wherein each respective
buffer receives one or more of the Streams of packet
payloads generated by the plurality of encoding Sys
temS.

72. A Server System for Serving content to multiple clients
via a network including a multicast network, the Server
System comprising:
a plurality of Servers, each of the plurality of Servers
including:
a respective Storage device that Stores the content to be
Served, the content including input Symbols;
a respective encoding generator coupled with the
respective Storage device that generates output Sym
bols from the input symbols;
a respective transmitter coupled with the respective
encoding generator and with the network that
assembles the outputSymbols into multicast packets,
wherein each multicast packet includes a different Set
of outputSymbols and transmits, using multicast, the
multicast packets to a respective plurality of multi
cast clients via the network;

wherein the number of multicast clients in the respective
plurality of multicast clients can vary over time, and
wherein a multicast client can regenerate the input
Symbols to a desired accuracy from any N output
Symbols included in a set of multicast packets received
by the multicast client, wherein N is an integer greater
than 1 and less than the number of possible output
symbols.
73. The distributed apparatus of claim 72 wherein at least
one multicast client is included in more than one of the

respective pluralities of multicast clients.
74. The distributed apparatus of claim 73 wherein the set
of multicast packets received by the multicast client are
received from more than one of the plurality of the servers.
75. A method at a client of receiving content comprising
an ordered set of input Symbols via a network, the method
comprising:
requesting a Server via the network to transmit the content
to the client;

receiving a stream of packets from the Server via the
network, wherein packets in the Stream of packets
comprise outputSymbols, the outputSymbols generated

from the input Symbols, wherein each packet in the
Stream of packets includes a different Set of the output
Symbols, wherein the number of possible output Sym
bols is N;

after receiving N1 output Symbols in packets received
from the Stream of packets, wherein N1 is a positive
integer greater than 1 and less than N, regenerating the
content to a desired accuracy with the received output
symbols.
76. The method of claim 75 wherein regenerating the
content includes regenerating a first Subset of the content
while receiving output Symbols generated from input Sym
bols comprising a Second Subset of the content.
77. The method of claim 76 further comprising playing
out the first Subset of the content while receiving output
Symbols generated from input Symbols comprising the Sec
ond Subset of the content.
78. The method of claim 75 wherein the ordered set of

input Symbols comprises first input Symbols and Second
input Symbols;
wherein receiving a stream of packets from the Server via
the network includes receiving a first Stream of packets
and receiving a Second stream of packets,
wherein packets in the first Stream of packets comprise
first outputSymbols, the first output Symbols generated
from the first inputSymbols, wherein each packet in the
first stream of packets includes a different set of the first
output symbols, wherein the number of possible first
output symbols is J.;
wherein packets in the Second stream of packets comprise
Second output Symbols, the Second output Symbols
generated from the Second inputSymbols, wherein each
packet in the Second Stream of packets includes a
different set of the second output symbols, wherein the
number of possible Second output Symbols is K,
wherein regenerating the content to a desired accuracy
includes:

after receiving J1 first output Symbols in packets
received from the first Stream of packets, wherein J1
is a positive integer greater than 1 and less than J,
regenerating the first input Symbols to a desired
accuracy with the received first output Symbols
after receiving K1 output Symbols in packets received
from the Second stream of packets, wherein K1 is a
positive integer greater than and less than K, regen
erating the Second input Symbols to a desired accu
racy with the received Second output Symbols.
79. The method of claim 78 wherein the first input
Symbols comprise a first Subset of the content and wherein
the Second input Symbols comprise a Second Subset of the
COntent.

80. The method of claim 78 wherein the first input
Symbols are the same as the Second input Symbols.
81. The method of claim 75 further comprising:
detecting whether each packet in the Stream of packets is
received;

transmitting a packet acknowledgment message to the
Server for at least Some of the packets received by the
client;
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if a packet in the Stream of packets is not received,
receiving a replacement packet from the Server,
wherein the replacement packet includes different out
put Symbols than the output Symbols included in the
packet that was not received.
82. The method of claim 81 wherein the package
acknowledgment messages are TCP package acknowledg
ment messages, wherein the packet not received and the
replacement packet are TCP packets, and
wherein the Sequence number of the replacement packet
is the Sequence number of the packet not received.
83. The method of claim 75 wherein requesting the server
to transfer the content includes Sending a first join message
to the Server, the method further comprising ending recep
tion of the packets at a time Subsequent to Sending the first
join message.
84. The method of claim 83 wherein the first join message
includes a time value that indicates to the Server when to

Stop transmitting the first packets to the client.
85. The method of claim 84 wherein the time value is a

length of time.
86. The method of claim 84 wherein the time value is an
absolute time.

87. A method at a client of receiving content comprising
an ordered Set of inputSymbols via a multicast network, the
method comprising:
joining a multicast Session;
receiving a stream of packets via the multicast network,
wherein packets in the stream of packets comprise
output Symbols, the outputSymbols generated from the
input Symbols, wherein each packet in the Stream of
packets includes a different Set of the output Symbols,
wherein the number of possible output symbols is N;
after receiving N1 output Symbols in packets received
from the Stream of packets, wherein N1 is a positive
integer greater than 1 and less than N, regenerating the
content to a desired accuracy with the received output
symbols.
88. The method of claim 87 wherein regenerating the
content includes regenerating a first Subset of the content
while receiving output Symbols generated from input Sym
bols comprising a Second Subset of the content.
89. The method of claim 88 further comprising playing
out the first Subset of the content while receiving output
Symbols generated from input Symbols comprising the Sec
ond Subset of the content.
90. The method of claim 87 wherein the ordered set of

input Symbols comprises first input Symbols and Second
input Symbols;
wherein receiving a Stream of packets via the multicast
network includes receiving a first Stream of packets and
receiving a Second stream of packets,

wherein packets in the first Stream of packets comprise
first outputSymbols, the first output Symbols generated
from the first inputSymbols, wherein each packet in the
first stream of packets includes a different set of the first
output symbols, wherein the number of possible first
output Symbols is J.;
wherein packets in the Second stream of packets comprise
Second output Symbols, the Second output Symbols
generated from the Second inputSymbols, wherein each
packet in the Second Stream of packets includes a
different set of the second output symbols, wherein the
number of possible Second output Symbols is K,
wherein regenerating the content to a desired accuracy
includes:

after receiving J1 first output Symbols in packets
received from the first Stream of packets, wherein J1
is a positive integer greater than 1 and less than J,
regenerating the first input Symbols to a desired
accuracy with the received first output Symbols
after receiving K1 output Symbols in packets received
from the Second stream of packets, wherein K1 is a
positive integer greater than and less than K, regen
erating the Second input Symbols to a desired accu
racy with the received Second output Symbols.
91. The method of claim 90 wherein the first input
Symbols comprise a first Subset of the content and wherein
the Second input Symbols comprise a Second Subset of the
COntent.

92. The method of claim 90 wherein the first input
Symbols are the same as the Second input Symbols.
93. A method of receiving content from a server, the
method comprising:
requesting to join a multicast Session, wherein the mul
ticast Session includes a stream of multicast packets
Served by a Server, the multicast packets in the Stream
of multicast packets including data comprising the
content; and

if the client does not receive multicast packets in the
Stream of multicast packets, requesting the Server to
Send a stream of unicast packets, the unicast packets in
the Stream of unicast packets including data comprising
the content.

94. The method of claim 93 wherein requesting a server
to Send unicast packets includes:
requesting the Server to Send UDP unicast packets, and
if the client does not receive the UDP unicast packets,
requesting the Server to Send TCP packets.

